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Nazi's hijacked the Netherlands stealth to continue the Third Reich 
along the Benelux, Europe, America and the rest of the world with 
global genocide consequences.  

Therefore this request to all responsible on Earth and 
beyond, to help STOP the by Nazi hijacked Netherlands 
who stealth continue the Third Reich along the 
Benelux, Europe, America and the rest of the world 
with global genocide consequences. Based on the on 5 
September 1944 in London falsely signed Dutch-
Belgian-Luxembourg Customs Convention, the 
subsequent on 2 February 1958 closed Treaty, 
establishing of the Benelux Economic Union and 
declaration of the "New Benelux Treaty" done at The 

Hague (Nazi Netherlands) on 17 June 2008 witch all is not legally. By these the Belgian 
Constitutional Court ore Government are the only authority’s that can stop the on falsely treaty 
based global acquisition and genocide, by destroying the Benelux Treaty, they creating legal 
regulations to re-build a democratic Europe with independent countries based on the 
democratic laws before the Dutch-Belgian-Luxembourg Customs Convention. The Belgian 
King Leopold III saves the world and defeats posthumous Nazi Netherlands (VVD, CDA, PvdA, 
SGP) from which cur Nazi Europe originated. For substructure: read our registered letter 
(Dutch language), sent on 3 October 2012 to the Belgian Constitutional Court. 

One must be aware of the fact that a repetition of the mistakes that were 
made in the past lies again in front of us (video). The lives of millions if not 
billions of people will once again put in jeopardy (video), even worse as was 
the case in the I and II World War (video1/2/3/4). The aim of the cartel was 
the same, to conquer and rule over Europe, America and final the rest of 
the world . This time with far fewer people to control, who waste the raw 
materials with all possible political, economic and military resources, 
including mass poisoning "genocide" (video), wherefore "Agenda 21" 
(video1/2). A false flag attack on the global people (video) ones 
more implemented by Hitlers financiers who after World Ware II stealth 
continued the Hitler Cabinet through the territory of the Netherlands, with 
Nazi Prince Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld and 
his mother in law Queen Wilhelmina of the 
Netherlands as implementers. What happened 

in collaboration with the Belgian "Robert Rothschild" and socialist Paul-
Henri Spaak, whom father was good friends with the Jewish 
Rothschild banking family, (video) (Ashkenazi Jews video / Zionist 
video). Jointly they lived in exile during World War II in England (Rothschild 
/video) and implement a hidden agenda to continue stealth the Third Reich 
through the Netherlands if Adolf Hitler and his financiers officially lose the 
war. This to illegal expand the on Dutch territory stealth continued Nazi 
government, first by the Benelux, there after Europe, Amerika and final the 
rest of the world. However, King Leopold III of Belgium thwarts these plans 
where John F. Kennedy (video), Robert Welch (video) and Eisenhower 
(video) warned us of! 

The present Dutch monarchy was originally founded in 1813. After the expulsion of 

the French, the Prince of Orange was proclaimed Sovereign Prince of The 

Netherlands. William I Frederick, born Willem Frederik Prins van Oranje-Nassau 

(24 August 1772 – 12 December 1843), was a Prince of Orange and the first King 

of the Netherlands and Grand Duke of Luxembourg. In Germany, he was ruler (as 

Fürst) of the Principality of Nassau-Orange-Fulda from 1803 until 1806 and of the 

in the year 1806 and from 1813 till 1815. In 1813 he was named 'Sovereign Prince' 

of the Netherlands, and proclaimed himself King of the Netherlands.                                
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In 1814 De Nederlandsche Bank (The Dutch Bank) was founded by King 

William I, the same year, the Bangka Island in Indonesia exchanged 

against the "establishment Cochin" in India by the British to the Dutch. 

Nathan & James Rothschild (Ashkenazi Jews video) had come up with a 

scheme that would put the Illuminati plan for world domination into action. 

It would also make them filthy rich. The brothers helped finance both 

sides (French and English (video) by Napoleon’s famous battle at 

Waterloo (former United Kingdom of the Netherlands, now Belgium) was 

fought on Sunday, 18 June 1815 which happend by a combination of 

British/Dutch, Hanoverian and Prussian armies. With advanced knowledge of the British victory, 

Nathan Rothschild spread lies that the British had been defeated, which caused a crash in the value of 

British Government bonds. While panicked English investors sold up their life savings, Nathan 

Rothschild bought-up their bonds for pennies on the dollar. In one foul swoop, the Demon Brothers 

had double-crossed the English masses ones more. At the expense of wars, death and destruction, 

they received this time control of half the world's wealth, including the Bank of England (video). The 

same yaer a new Dutch monarchy was confirmed at the Congress of Vienna as part of the re-

arrangement of Europe after the fall of Napoleon Bonaparte. The House of Orange-Nassau were 

given, what is the present day Netherlands and Belgium to govern as the United Kingdom of the 

Netherlands. Between 1815 and 1890, the King of the Netherlands was also Grand Duke of 

Luxembourg. In 1822, the Dutch Generale Bank was founded by King Willem I of the Netherlands , 

two yaers later 1824 the British transfer the island Billiton (Indonesia) into Dutch hands despite its rich 

resources and King Willem I of the Netherlands established a Dutch colonial bank to promote and 

develop trade, shipping and agriculture. After the Belgian Revolution of 1830, the The Dutch 

Generale became Belgian, under the French name Société Générale de Belgique. After 1839 Willem 

I was furthermore the Duke of Limburg. In 1900 under Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands the Dutch 

colonial bank founded the Dutch Cocaine Factory (NCF) in the Netherlands (Amsterdam) (video) 

which produced in the 20th century on large-scale cocaine out of the in Dutch East Indies grown coca 

plants. In 1910, the NCF factory has become the largest cocaine factory in the world. 

Freemason Albert Pike received a vision, which he described in a letter that he wrote to Mazzini, dated 

August 15, 1871. This letter graphically outlined plans for three world wars that were seen as 

necessary to bring about the One World Order, and we can marvel at how accurately it has predicted 

events that have already taken place. On 28 July 1914 began a global war centred in Europe (WW I) 

and lasted until 11 November 1918 (video1/2/3/4). It was predominantly called the Worldwar or the 

Great War. It involved all the world's great powers (Rothschild, Zionist and WWI, what actually 

happened according to Benjamin Freedman video1/2/3/4). During World War I the Dutch Cocaine 

Factory (NCF) expands and soldiers were drugged worldwide as fighting machines (tablets where 

pressed in England) and supplied to countries worldwide including to the Germans (Listen to interview 

English). This despite the Opium Act just after WWI in 1919 , the Netherlands manufactures and 

export further because of the huge international market with cocaine addicts they had created, the 

NCF Factory is present owned by AkzoNobel and Billiton became later part of Royal Dutch Shell . The 

house of Rothschild and the Dutch royal family are linked forever by their common interests and 

common past.  

At the end of World War I (1918) August Thyssen, the largest 

military producer in Germany sees his steel empire in danger. In 

the "(neutral?)" Netherlands he opens the Bank voor Handel en 

Scheepvaart in Rotterdam, later Union Banking Corporation 

(UBC). On this way he can safeguard his war booty from the 

August Thyssen Bank in Berlin against the claims of the 

Versailles Treaty. The Old August donates 100 million $ and the 

Ruhr industrial empire to his son Fritz Thyssen who in 1923 

becomes under the spell of Adolf Hitler. He financial support 
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Hitler’s National Socialist German Workers' Party (NSDAP) where Nazi, Prince Bernhard of Lippe-

Biesterfeld of the Netherlands sinds 1933 was a member of). The war money in Rotterdam was not 

enough and so Thijssen also establish an American branch with the CEO of the investment firm W.A. 

Harriman& Co. "Harriman and Thyssen agreed to set up a bank for Thyssen in New York. This gives 

Thyssen alongside Berlin and Rotterdam foothold in the United States. Beginning of 1924 H.J. 

Kouwenhoven, director of the Bank voor Handel en Scheepvaart, traveling together with Thyssen's to 

New York to work with W. Averell Harriman and George Herbert Walker (son-in-law Prescott 

Bush (video) and set up the Walker Union Banking Corporation (UBC). ("said an official 

investigation in 1942). On 10 January 1925 the August Thyssen Hütte get a loan of $ 12 million from 

another U.S. bank, Dillon, Read and Co, eighteen months later, 

another $ 5 million. Clarence Dillon is an old friend of Samuel P. 

Bush, the patriarch of the Bush political family. Samuel was the 

father of U.S. Senator Prescott Bush, grandfather of former U.S. 

President George H. W. Bush, and great-grandfather of former U.S. 

President George W. Bush. Dillon his bank was used by Standard 

Oil, Ford, General Electric and DuPont to finance Hitler. With the 

U.S. dollar merges the German steel industry, led by Fritz Thyssen 

and Friedrich Flick in to the Vereinigte Stahlwerke (video).  

See official documents. 

1) "Thyssen has $3,000,000 Cash in New York Vaults", New York Herald Tribune, July 3, 1941. 

2) Examiner's Report on Union Banking. 

3) Memorandum recommending the Office of Alien Property vest Union Banking Corporation. 

4) Vesting Order 248. 

Prescott Bush (father of George) wealth is linked to the holocaust (video) and made his fortune 
by financing the war effort of Adolph Hitler together with his banking partners and Nazi's inside 
the Netherlands (video).  

The corporate preparations for World War II started as early as 

1925, when Bayer, BASF, Hoechst and other German 

multinationals formed a cartel called “I.G. Farben-industry”. The 

declared goal of this cartel was to obtain control of the global 

markets in the key industrial sectors of chemistry, pharmaceuticals 

and petrochemicals, wherefore the Bank for International 

Settlements was established in 1930. It is the world's oldest 

international financial institution and remains the principal center 

for international central bank cooperation. I.G.Farben, SKF, Ford, 

ITT and Du Pont - corporation which were fast becoming multi-national in who enter the Nazi BIS 

Bank existence. Initially a group of 6 central banks and a 'financial institution of the USA'. Granted a 

constitution charter by Switzerland, it was henceforth based in that country. That America was by then 

a financial force to be reckoned with on the international scene is borne out by the fact that the first 

President appointed to the BIS was Gates W. Mc Garrah (ex-Chase National 

Bank & Federal Reserve Bank). His grandson was none other than Richard 

McGarrah Helms, CIA Deputy Director of Plans at the time of the JFK 

Assassination. (JFK was a staunch opponent of the Federal Reserve Bank). 

The Belgian Nazi collaborator Alexandre Galopin was director of the Société 

Générale de Belgique during WWII (1935-1944) and the creator of the 

Galopin doctrine, (used to do business with Nazi's). In the same period he 
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was Vice-Chairmen Board of Directors of this Nazi BIS Bank (Organogram Money machine). The BIS 

is central bank to all major central banks in the world and ones more the catalyst behind the global 

fascist takeover including genocide. 

The in Jena (Germany) 1911 born Nazi, Prince of Orange Bernhard of Lippe-
Biesterfeld ended his doctoral in 1935 and started working for this German I.G. 
Farben chemical company and his holocaust, that took the Holland-route to the 
U.S. with the services of the de Hollandsche Koopmansbank in Amsterdam 
(HKB)  supported by the BBH, UBC and Dillon Read. Bernhard was a IG-
Farben spy within the secret intelligence department NW7 which became the 
Third Reich’s private eyes and ears during World 
War II. This company supplied Zyklon B gas to 
Auschwitz, (a cyanide based made pesticide ). 
Bernhard was a member of the SS and SA in Berlin, 
the Sturmabteilung of Hitler's NSDAP. Here you will 

find his membership card of the Student Landschaft, which Prince Bernhard 
had filled in as a member of the NSDAP and SA since 27 April 1933. The 
document in question is located under number S II 1849 Act 28 in the 
archives of the Humboldt Universität, he was a member of the SS. 

These industrial and financial elites tried to overthrow the USA govt in 
1933 (listen BBC Reports English) Bush's Grandfather Led Nazi Coup 
against the White House (video1/2) His family made its fortune from the 
Nazis and there wealth is linked to the holocaust. On March 19, 1934, Prescott 
Bush handed Averell Harriman a copy of that day's New York Times (video) 
The Polish government was applying to take over Consolidated Silesian Steel 
Corporation and Upper Silesian Coal and Steel Company from "German and 
American interests" because of rampant "mismanagement, excessive 
borrowing, fictitious bookkeeping and gambling in securities." The Polish 
government required the owners of the company (video), which accounted for 
over 45% of Poland's steel production, to 

pay at least its full share of back taxes. Bush and Harriman would 
eventually hire attorney John Foster Dulles, (brother of Allen 
Dulles later CIA director) to help cover up any improprieties that 
might arise under investigative scrutiny. Supreme Court Justice 
Arthur Goldberg once stated that "The Dulles brothers were 
traitors." Some historians believe that Allen Dulles became head 
of the newly formed CIA in large part to cover up his treasonous 
behavior and that of his clients (video).  

Nazi Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld vissit Hitler in November 1936, and 

personally arranged with him the return of the by Gestapo confiscated 

passports of his bridesmaids, what happened shortly before his marriage with 

Princess Juliana of the Netherlands in January 1937. Both were good friends 

with Gerhard Fritze, the founder of the de Hollandsche Koopmansbank (HKB). 

Fritze was the representative of IG Farben in the Netherlands. The daughter 

of the Dutch Queen Wilhelmina, was reportedly arranged by Gerhard Fritze, 

who was also relative of IG-Farben intelligence department NW7 , chief Max 

Ilgner. On their marriage they invited 

prominent Nazi's, including the Hitler salute 

was done (see picture). In a code telegram 

dated 15 September 1944 the Dutch ambassador is asking the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs how the newspaper reports about 

Bernhard's SS membership must be refuted. A day later the 

Foreign Minister Eelco van Kleffens sends a coded telegram stating 

that Prince Bernhard was actual a member of the SS, a spy who 

worked along with Hitler and his financiers.  
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However, King Leopold III of Belgium thwarted these plans and like 

his father, King Albert I who stood during WWI on the battlefield 

side by side his soldiers, what made him highly respected 

worldwide. Therefore he was killed in 1934 to avoid another 

obstacle in the new emerging WWII. His son Leopold III was aware 

of the Nazi collaboration within the Belgian, Dutch and 

English governments. The English Duke and Duchess of Windsor, 

had a controversial visit to Germany, and greeted Hitler personally 

(video) in 1937 (photo left) shortly after Bernhard of Lippe-

Biesterfeld vissit Hitler in November 1936. Also the English Duke 

Charles Edward of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha 1(video) 2(video) who 

was a nephew of Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands was a real 

Nazi and was part of Hitler's Third Reich. After the different meetings 1938 until 1939 between the 

Belgium King Leopold III and Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands (regarding collaboration with 

Nazi Germany?). Leopold III refused to participate permanently and honor his murdered father. He 

wanted to capitulate not to sacrifice the Belgium citizens and soldiers ones more to this lie, 

and refused to flee to England with Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, here son-in-law Prince and 

Nazi, Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld, his wife Princess Juliana , and the Dutch, and Belgian 

Government who illegally founded the Benelux in September 

1944. This for a stealth continue of theire World occupation if 

Hitler and his financiers lose the war officially. King Leopold III 

stayed in Belgium with his people, he was captured by the 

Germans whereby he saved Belgium from a silent takeover by the 

Hitler Cabinet as consciously is done with the Netherlands. 

However, our Belgium king Leopold III was put down as a traitor 

by these Nazi collaborators within the Belgian government who 

toke his crown after de war.  

Click here, (doc 3 War-Cabinet)how Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, plan to collaborated 
with the Nazis. 

 

Article 21 of the Dutch Constitution says ""Under no circumstances can the seat of Government 
be placed outside the Empire" which means that the Dutch Government has lifted itself to violate. 
Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart (Hitler Regime) could that way put himself in the place of Wilhelmina.  

Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands violated her oath to the 

Constitution (doc 1 War-Cabinet) (in fact abdicated) with her flight to 

London on 13 May 1940 (doc 2 War-Cabinet). Article 21 of the 

constitution forbade that the seat of government would be placed 

outside the kingdom. By violate Article 21 of the Constitution also the 

Dutch government abolished itself. This article comes already from 

1815 when it was still called Article 29. In 1848 it changed to Article 26, 

and in 1917 in Article 21. With the constitutional reform in 1983, the 

article deleted. On May 25, 1940 Nazi Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart 

of the occupied area in Holland, let a call going out to the Dutch citizens 

that upon that day he will take possession of the highest governmental 
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authority in the civilian resort in the Netherlands. By the regulation of 29 May 

1940, Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart, has inherited all the powers in the Dutch 

Constitution and the laws (including the powers that were granted to the King 

or Queen and the Government). Constitutionally, the Dutch Queen is head of 

state and has a role in the formation of government and in the legislative process. 

She has to co-sign every law to make it valid. The monarch is also ex officio chair 

of the Council of State, which advises the cabinet on every piece of legislation 

and is the final court for administrative law. Although the Queen takes these 

functions seriously, she refrains from exerting her power in these positions. The 

Queen also plays a central role in the formation of a cabinet after general 

elections or a cabinet crisis.  

In 1941, the Netherlands lost the dominion of the Dutch East Indies to the Japanese, and therefore the 
interests of the coca and poppy plantations. Whereby one year later (1942) NCF (Dutch Cocaine 
Factory) begins with the production of amphetamine and ones more delivers globally to the soldiers, 
including the Germans. Until 1945 the Netherlands was the best and biggest drug producing country in 
the world and produced, among cocaine other novocain, morphine, heroin and ephedrine. 

America must at all costs be involved in this war. 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt knew months before the attack on 

Pearl Harbor of a massive presence by Japan in the Pacific 

Ocean. 12 days before the attack he knew the exact date of the 

attack on Pearl Harber (video). The Dutch submarine K-XVII 

discovered that the Japanese fleet was on its way to Pearl Harbor, 

this was kept secret. The Dutch crew was sacrificed and the K-

XVII perish on 7 December 1941 in to the Pacific as a result of 

sabotage by the British secret service (Rothschild's) with the 

permission of Queen Wilhelmina. (Click on this official 

document) a portion of a telegram from President Roosevelt's 

Chief of Staff General Marshall to all U.S. Army units in the Pacific 

dated 27 November 1941. So the day before the K-XVII discovered the 

Japanese fleet in Hawaii and 10 days before the Japanese attack on 

Pearl Harbor. A day after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor the 

Dutch government in exile declare war on Japan even before America 

and England. Also Winston Churchill was aware before the Pearl 

Harbor attack. (video1/2/3) 

1982: Start of the search for K-XVII Because of the first 
rumors the commander Besançon's son started a search for 
the K-XVII. On 26th of April 1982 he left for the South China 
Sea and on May 2nd the team of the Hatcher diving company 
dived several miles off the island of Tioman, Hatcher had 
discovered the submarine 4 years earlier. Because the 
submarine had sunk deep into the mud it was impossible to 
read the boats name. But a number was found on the bronze 
steeringweel, with this number the historical section of the Royal Netherlands Navy could identify the 
sub as the K-XVII. Some Dutch words and equipment was also found on the wreck. Unfortunately the 
diving team could not find out why the submarine sunk. The real location was several thousands of 
miles away from the position from were the Dutch sub spotted the Japanese fleet (according to 
Creighton) were Creighton sunk the Dutch sub. 1991: Son of Besançon meets Japanese Naval 
Officer N. Kitazawa: KXVII Articles The officer told him about the book 'The Day Imperial General 
Headquarters trembled for fear' (1968). In this book is written that the Japanese laid a line of mines 
less than a kilometer east of K-XVIIs wreck. Originally the line off mines was planned 30 kilometers up 
North. The Japanese minelayer changed plans because she was disturbed by a Dutch flying boat. 
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https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/imagesCAJ3TT56.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/1tr59h.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/2laa7ty.jpg?attredirects=0
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1996: Interview with Creighton: Creighton says the Dutch sub found near Tioman is a fake. A 
sistership (nominated for brake up) was dressed up like the K-XVII, they even altered the number on 
the steeringwheel (number was used to identify the wreck!). The boat was maneuvered to the 
minefield near Tioman, so the secret service must have known the location (that was changed at the 
last moment because the Japanese minelayer was disturbed by a Dutch plane) of the Japanese 
minefield without informing the Navy!Mines had to be moved or dismantled. Once in the minefield the 
boat was scuttled, using explosives in such a way that it would appear she was struck by a mine. 1 
photos / 2 photos / 3 photos  

By the illegitimate ' transfer ' of the Dutch Government to 
England, it happened that besides a military occupation in the 
Netherlands, also the German civil administration under 
Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart became fatal for the Jewish part 
of the Dutch population. In Belgium and Denmark - where the 
Princes remained on their post - the vast majority of Jews survived 
the war. In Belgium, almost 90% of the Belgian - and 60% of 
foreign Jews survived (most from Germany and Central Europe). 

Thanks to the Danish King in Denmark, there even 99% of the Jews survived the war. This is in 
contrast to the Netherlands, where only about 20% of Jews survived the war. Citizens in Belgium and 
Denmark were not taken to camps like ' Westerbork'.  Theodore Herzl the Founder of Zionism told 
about Jews: (video) It is essential that the sufferings of Jews.. . become worse. . . this will assist 
in realization of our plans. . .I have an excellent idea. . . I shall induce anti-Semites to liquidate 
Jewish wealth. . . The anti-Semites will assist us thereby in that they will strengthen the 
persecution and oppression of Jews. The anti-Semites shall be our best friends. (See 
Charleston Daily Mail (1919): six million Jews dying (video) 

Between 15 July 1942 and 13 September 1944 (just before the 
start of the Dutch railway strike) the Dutch railways provided 93 
additional trains. More than 100,000 Jews were transported to the 
Westerbork transit camp. Thereafter to the camps at Auschwitz 
and Sobibor, where the Bush family earned the profits of the slave 
labor in the mines of Auschwitz, they help develop the theory of 
'race purity and banned along with Nazi Germany the Jews to 
emigrate to the United States. (video) Jews had little choice, or the 
Nazi camps, or to Palestine. (video1/2/3/4). The Dutch transports 
ran so smoothly that Adolf Eichmann called it a pleasure for the 

eye. Years later, during his trial in Jerusalem, he remembered that the Dutch trains reason always 
punctual: "It provided the railway staff extra sandwiches with sausage, and other additional 
benefits. " Both management and staff of the Dutch Railways did not think to go on strike until 17 
September 1944. Four days after the last transport, including 77 last discovered hiding Jewish 
children. Only then the job was done (Dutch newspaper articles). Old railway director and resistance 
fighter G.F.H. Giesberger, who was in contact with the Dutch government in London through an illegal 
transmitter, declared in 1953 under oath to the Parliamentary Inquiry Committee that he repeatedly 
asked, what to be done with the deportations of the Jews: "London replied: Nothing! Continue". 
(Dutch newspaper articles) (What's really happened?) 

After de War, 

Japan surrendered on 15 August 1945, two days later, the nationalist leader 

Sukarno called the independence of the Republic of Indonesia. The Dutch Royal 

House and now through Dutch territory continued Hitler Cabinet would lose both, 

very significant strategic and financial interests because of the 

the location in Asia and the wealth they had from the mining of 

raw materials out of the islands of Bali / Bangka and Billiton (including the coca 

fields). The result was that on 22 April 1946, the Dutch State Commission cabinet 

Beel was set by the Schermerhorn-Drees cabinet with the knowledge and science 

that soon would end the Dutch colonial rule in the Dutch East Indies with 

disastrous consequences for the administrators.  

http://r.xbb2.com/www.dutchsubmarines.com/pictures/pictures_kxvii_wreck_1999.htm
http://r.xbb2.com/www.dutchsubmarines.com/pictures/pictures_kxvii_wreck_2000.htm
http://r.xbb2.com/www.dutchsubmarines.com/pictures/pictures_kxvii_o16_wreck_2005.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Seyss-Inquart#Reichskommissar_in_the_Netherlands
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westerbork_transit_camp
http://www.jewsagainstzionism.com/zionism/herzl/index.cfm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mO6-P9RfztA&feature=player_embedded
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/68.jpg?attredirects=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=F7tHB8tD34s#!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westerbork_transit_camp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auschwitz_concentration_camp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sobibor
http://clamormagazine.org/issues/14/feature3.php
http://clamormagazine.org/issues/14/feature3.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-1ts3VTeeI&feature=related
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ry37mKMh04U&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrLtoC5Eg0w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_cXTm6X8Fw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qx00Q_u8SbM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Eichmann
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/a01-5-1.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/a02-5.jpg?attredirects=0
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=david+cole&oq=%22David+Cole&gs_l=youtube.1.0.0l10.11076.11076.0.13582.1.1.0.0.0.0.51.51.1.1.0...0.0...1ac.1.fLVIquhxkac
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sukarno
http://footballokers.blogspot.be/2012/10/proclamation-of-independence-history-of.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_Indonesia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hitler_Cabinet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bali
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangka_Island
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belitung
http://www.parlement.com/9291000/modulesf/g0cgdzfb
http://www.parlement.com/9291000/modulesf/g0cgdzfb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schermerhorn-Drees_cabinet
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/media_xl_1116301.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/jodentransport.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/sejarah-kemerdekaan-indonesia.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/Naskah Proklamasi.jpg?attredirects=0
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Until 1948 the International Red Cross, no less than 63,750 travel documents issued to Nazis, 

Allen Dulles the lawyer and friend of the Bush family who in 1942 had to keep 

there family name out of the press after it was officially stated that "large 

sections of Prescott Bush's empire had operated by the Netherlands for Nazi 

Germany had to sabotage an investigation ongoing titled "The Concern 

Philips' where Dutch Philips was involved in espionage and double game with 

the Nazis (Listen Dutch) full of allegations like: The internal police department 

at Philips (...) works closely with the Gestapo, and the director of Philips 

Argentina is a Nazi spy. The report, more than a thousand pages long and 

stamped with 'secret', was recently discovered by a German researcher in an 

archive in Washington. This historic document shows also that the Philips in 

1942, has offered OSS the international network of Philips as a source of information and as a cover 

for espionage operations. (Listen VPRO Dutch). Allen Dulles already went to Switzerland in 1942, for a 

arranged, importing Nazi's to U.S. & other countries. Wherefore Allen 

Dulles became in 1943 intelligence chief OSS (forerunner of the CIA with a 

Nazi marriage, where he became later director of, and sabotages the 

Research titled "The Concern Philips'. He met Himmler's adjutant, Karl 

Wolff in Switzerland and work out 3 projects to smuggle Nazis to North and 

South America, including Project Paperclip (video), which meant that 

thousands of Nazi scientists (video) were not be tried during the 

Nuremberg Tribunal and connects both lords "EU and US" along with 

thousands of others Nazi criminals in the U.S. and NATO war industry. In September 1945, the first 

group of seven rocket scientists arrived from Germany at Fort Strong in the US (video): Wernher von 

Braun, Erich W. Neubert, Theodor A. Poppel, August Schultze, Eberhard F. M. Rees, Wilhelm Jungert, 

Walter Schwidetzky. Wernher von Braun who became director of the NASA Marshall Space Flight 

Center in the U.S.A and helps to evolve withheld technologies like A flying saucer (video) (also 

referred to as a flying disc) a type of described Anti-Gravity flying craft with a disc or saucer-shaped 

body (video1/2/3/4/5). These Nazi UFOs, would be Hitler's secret weapon if the war had gone a little 

further. Russia Admits NAZI UFO BASE IN ANTARCTICA (video). Officially in the last decade, 

plasma induction technologies have led to the advance of propulsion and energy systems, operators 

such as the USAF and NASA (Wernher von Braun) have taken an interest in utilizing this tech for the 

purpose of building flying saucers (video’s) Also Allen Dulles intelligence chief OSS , who stop the 

investigation in 1942 that was ongoing titled "The Concern Philips' (Listen Dutch) full of allegations 

like: The internal police department at Philips (...) works closely 

with the GESTAPO connects both lords along with thousands of 

others Nazi criminals in the U.S. and NATO war industry. Dutch 

Philips collaborating with the Nazi during the II World War 

continued through the on Dutch territory Nazi cabinet (video)? 

(see photo 1966 : Prins Bernhard and Frits Philips by Philips 

building Evoluon in Eindhoven (Netherlands).  

 Also Nazi, Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld was commissioner of KLM Dutch royal air Force and 
helped prominent Nazis to flights with KLM airline from Switzerland to Argentina.  

  

 

http://www.enter.net/~torve/trogholm/secret/rightroots/dulles.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2004/sep/25/usa.secondworldwar
http://rense.com/general17/bushhitler.htm
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/bush_nazis.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philips
http://www.metze-research.com/tekst/koopman%20en%20spion.pdf
http://weblogs.vpro.nl/argos/2012/02/23/25-februari-2012-het-oorlogsverleden-van-philips/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gestapo
http://weblogs.vpro.nl/argos/2012/02/23/25-februari-2012-het-oorlogsverleden-van-philips/
http://revoltnow.wetpaint.com/page/Allen+Welsh+Dulles+-+Lawyer%3B+OSS+Top+Officer%3B+First+Head+of+the+CIA
http://emperors-clothes.com/docs/gehlen2.htm
http://emperors-clothes.com/docs/gehlen2.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Himmler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Wolff
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Wolff
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_paperclip01.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bh37r3alzzs&feature=player_embedded
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_German_rocket_scientists_in_the_United_States
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVHCDdnbKKc&feature=related
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_18.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dX8t_n3oLIU
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wernher_von_Braun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wernher_von_Braun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wernher_von_Braun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_Space_Flight_Center
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_Space_Flight_Center
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1330566/Hitlers-secret-flying-saucer-Did-Fuhrer-plan-UFO-attack-London-NY.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rHl4iQBdcrU
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saucer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QEtLC_re5HY&skipcontrinter=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cp6W9fydkI&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRm5y1ADNxU&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IrI37HOJiE&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVzM2k-7B14&feature=related
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazi_UFOs
http://www.history.com/videos/ufo-files-real-ufos---nazi-ufos#ufo-files-real-ufos---nazi-ufos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=MwUpPwyyvLw
http://rense.com/general13/djsk.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wernher_von_Braun
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=flying+saucer++nazi&oq=flying+saucer++nazi&gs_l=youtube.3...16945.27732.0.28305.6.6.0.0.0.0.69.361.6.6.0...0.0...1ac.1.KCk8YgZGxi4
http://revoltnow.wetpaint.com/page/Allen+Welsh+Dulles+-+Lawyer%3B+OSS+Top+Officer%3B+First+Head+of+the+CIA
http://weblogs.vpro.nl/argos/2012/02/23/25-februari-2012-het-oorlogsverleden-van-philips/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rHl4iQBdcrU
http://www.eindhoven-in-beeld.nl/groups.asp?id=9
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Bernhard_of_Lippe-Biesterfeld
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KLM#Alleged_support_to_Nazi_war_criminals
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/6635677.stm
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/91px-Philips_old_logo_svg.png?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/30397.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/untihfhhff.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/a01-2.jpg?attredirects=0
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From 1940 until 1944,the Belgian socialist Paul-Henri Spaak, Minister of 
Foreign Affairs under the Belgium Government-Pierlot in London (that 
officialy did not exist legally as the head of state, King Leopold III was 
imprisoned in Belgium), worked very closely with a certain Dutch Baron 
B.Ph. Baron Harinxma thoe Slooten who worked from March 1943 untill 
September 1945 in the ""London Committee of the Netherland Red Cross 
Society". A foundation that was established on September 16, 1940 by 
Princess Juliana (wife of Nazi Prince Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld) and 
the Dutch Minister of War Otto Cornelis Adriaan van Lidth de Jeude (foto 
right) who after the liberation get profound powers, to continue the Nazi 
government along the territory of the Netherlands. The London Committee 
can be effective in enemy occupied territory because of the German 
occupation on the Netherlands and therefor the powers are wider than 
normal activities of the Red Cross, such as evacuation of refugees residing 

in Great Britain, France, Spain and Portugal to more permanent, residences in other countries, such 
as the Dutch East Indies, Suriname and the United States because of the war situation. In 1943 the 
Dutch Office Military Government is established by the same Minister of War OCA of the Lidth Jeude 
with the aim to take preparatory measures for the execution of military authority in the Netherlands 
after the capitulation of Germany. The Dutch B.Ph. Baron Harinxma thoe Slooten became after the 
War the first Ambassador in Brussels, he worked before and after World War II closely together with 
the Belgian Minister Paul-Henri Spaak and helped leading Nazis flee in association with the London 
Committee of the Netherland Red Cross Society founded by Princess Juliana and used by her 
husband Nazi Prince Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld. This happened along with the Dutch Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Mr. C.G.W.H. Baron Boetzelaer Oosterhout (party less) in the cabinet Beel (CSF). 
Máxima Zorreguieta Cerruti Princes of Orange also comes from Argentina, and married the Dutch 
Willem-Alexander, Prince of Orange grandson of Nazi Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld. Máxima worked 
prior to their marriage as an investment banker in New York City. The marriage triggered significant 
controversy due to the bride's father's prior role in the Argentinian military dictatorship.  

At least ten Nazi leaders fled to South America after World War II with 

passports from the International Red Cross, include Adolf Eichmann, 

Josef Mengele, Franz Stangl, Klaus Barbie and Erich Priebke. Until 1948 

the International Red Cross issued no less than 63,750 travel 

documents to Nazis, these were recognized by Argentina as official 

documents. Adolf Eichmann (foto left with hat) on board the ss Giovanni C 

towards Argentina, obtained his 

passport on 1 June 1950 under the 

assumed name of Riccardo Klement, born in Bolzano. On 17 June 

1950 he was already on the boat to Argentina. The men beside him 

were men of the Organisation of ehemaligen SS Angehörigen - 

ODESSA (translation: "Organization of former SS members") Here 

the application and the passport of Adolf Eichmann (foto right), alias 

Riccardo Klement, including the stamps of the Red Cross. The trip 

was mostly by boat from the Italian port cities of Genoa and Rome, 

but also by plane from Zurich. With the Dutch KLM!  

According to a 752 pages FBI report, dated 21 September 
1945, ten days after the fall of Berlin, Hitler arrived with a 
German U-boat (video) in the south of Argentina 
(video) (see, doc). However, a search that time yielded 
nothing. Probably Hitler had already traveled to Tunja 
(Colombia) where he stayed until 1955 according to CIA 
documents (1/2/3/4/5/6) and a testimony of the former 
Waffen-SS Philip Citroen, who worked in South America 
for the KNSM and had in 1954 (establishment 
Bilderberg Conferences video) once a month contact 
with Adolf Hitler who lived then under the name "Adolf 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul-Henri_Spaak
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierlot_IV_Government
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leopold_III_of_Belgium
http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/_ned017198501_01/_ned017198501_01_0024.php
http://www.oorlogsgetroffenen.nl/archiefvormer/LondonCommittee
http://www.oorlogsgetroffenen.nl/archiefvormer/LondonCommittee
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_Juliana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Bernhard_of_Lippe-Biesterfeld
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_Cornelis_Adriaan_van_Lidth_de_Jeude
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anefo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anefo
http://www.parlement.com/9291000/bio/00813?noframes=1
http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/_ned017198501_01/_ned017198501_01_0024.php
http://archievenwo2.nl/archieven/archief-blok/nederlandse-gezantschap-de-nederlandse-ambassade-in-belgi-en-luxemburg-1839-1954-1961-en/zoekterm-nsb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul-Henri_Spaak
https://sites.google.com/site/universalfederationback/04-11
http://www.oorlogsgetroffenen.nl/archiefvormer/LondonCommittee
http://www.oorlogsgetroffenen.nl/archiefvormer/LondonCommittee
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_Juliana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Bernhard_of_Lippe-Biesterfeld
http://www.parlement.com/9291000/biof/01850
http://www.parlement.com/9291000/modulesf/g0cgdzfb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_M%C3%A1xima_of_the_Netherlands
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willem-Alexander,_Prince_of_Orange
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirty_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolf_Eichmann
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josef_Mengele
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Stangl
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klaus_Barbie
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erich_Priebke
http://greyfalcon.us/The%20Real%20Odessa.htm
https://sites.google.com/site/universalfederationback/nazis-hijacked-the-benelux-union/01-17.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/02-15.jpg?attredirects=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O91fk5ERMMM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abZKF3bvHnY
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/fbi5.jpg?attredirects=0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunja
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colombia
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/x01-3.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/x02-3.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/x03-3.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/x04-2.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/x05-2.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/x06-2.jpg?attredirects=0
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https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/LIDTHOCA.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/03-13.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/02-15.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/home/hitler61st.jpg?attredirects=0
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Schüttelmayor in Tunja (Colombia). Philip Citroen told in September 1955 in 
confidence about his meeting with Hitler to an American friend, who work for 
the CIA and managed to get some photos. In the CIA file on Hitler, the full 
report is available on Citroens encounters. Including photos of him and Hitler, 
alias Adolf Schüttelmayor. According to witness Hitler died in age in Argentina 
where the Dutch Nazi, Prince Prince Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld regularly 
stayed and Princess Máxima of the Netherlands comes from. Is her biological 
origins really Jorge Zorreguieta? 

The Nazi Roots of the ‘Brussels EU’ What you always wanted to know about the ‘Brussels EU’ 

– But no one dared to tell you 

Therefore it was the Belgian socialist Paul-Henri Spaak and London Committee of 
the Netherland Red Cross Society member B.Ph. Baron Harinxma thoe Slooten 
who falsely signed the on 5 September 1944 in London closed Dutch-Belgian-
Luxembourg Customs Convention. This to connect and hostage Belgium and 
Luxembourg territory to participate in the staelth continuing of the Nazi 
government along Dutch territory, after the Benelux, then Europe, America and 
the rest of the world. However, King Leopold III of Belgium first thwarts these 
plans. John F. Kennedy (video), Robert Welch (video) and Eisenhower (video) 
warned us! 

This agreement was on 5 September 1944 falsely signed by: (see exhibit 1)  

- Mr. B.Ph. Baron Harinxma thoe Slooten behalf of the Government of Her Majesty the Queen of the 
Netherlands and 

- Mr. Paul-Henri Spaak, on behalf of the Government of His Majesty the King of the Belgians and 

- Mr. Paul-Henri Spaak, on behalf of the Government of Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess of 
Luxembourg, 

With these knowledge, the International Court of Justice 
in The-Hague (Netherlands) was reestablished by the 
U.N. after the II World War in 1946. This time in Nazi 
occupied Netherlands with a Hitler Cabinet and a Nazi 
agenda to eliminate opposition in a undemocratic matter 
with a non-legally tribunal. Also in 1946 the Belgian 
Paul-Henri Spaak (socialist) became first president of 
the United Nations General Assembly, and helpt delay 
the independence of Indonesia to support there agenda. 
In August 1949 he was chairman of the Consultative 
Assembly of the Council of Europe, and from 1952 to 
1953 President of the Common Assembly of the 
European Coal and Steel Community (the foundation 

for the modern-day developments of the European Union). The Spaak report recommended the 
establishment of a European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Community. The 
same year (1953) the father of the current Dutch Minister Piet Hein Donner, namely André Donner 
(ARP), prepared the revision of the Dutch Constitution as a member of the State Commission Van 
Schaik (1950/54). This revision including, Article 60 afterwards Article 120 received the following 
extension: "The court shall not assess the constitutionality of agreements" which means that the 
Dutch constitution is actual disabled. The International Tribunal is therefore not only sinds 1946 illegal 
but also established in a country, where the constitution is disabled. 

The same year (1954) "Robert Rothschild" (video) who worked since 1937 at the cabinet 

of the Belgian Socialist Paul-Henri Spaak became his cabinet secretary, the same year 

Nazi Prince Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld founded the Bilderberg conferences (video) 

with as successive presidents, his daughter Queen Beatrix and present the Belgian 

https://sites.google.com/site/bilderberggijzeling/In%20the%20CIA%20file%20on%20Hitler,%20the%20full%20report%20is%20available%20on%20Citroens%20encounters.%20Including%20photos%20of%20him%20(left)%20and%20Hitler,%20alias%20Adolf%20Sch%C3%BCttelmayor%20'(right).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Bernhard_of_Lippe-Biesterfeld
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Princess_M%C3%A1xima_of_the_Netherlands
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jorge_Zorreguieta
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul-Henri_Spaak
http://www.oorlogsgetroffenen.nl/archiefvormer/LondonCommittee
http://www.oorlogsgetroffenen.nl/archiefvormer/LondonCommittee
http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/_ned017198501_01/_ned017198501_01_0024.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Question
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GYx3y34ELY
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socialist Étienne Davignon (Vice Chairman Eu-committee 1977-81) who was after "Robert Rothschild" 

the cabinet secretary of Paul-Henri Spaak. Also from 1954 to 1956 Spaak and Rothschild worked 

together with Jean-Charles Snoy et d'Oppuers on the the Treaty of Rome for 

the final signing in 1957 by Spaak himself. He said, I think we have restored 

the Roman Empire without a single shot was fired. (video) (click on the 

document rigt) The same year he became the Secretary General of NATO 

and remained until 1961. Partly in the same period, from 23 January 1954 to 

26 June 1958, he was simultaneous Minister of Foreign Affairs under the 

Belgium Government-Van Acker IV. The NATO (video) is an executive agency 

of the continuation of the Nazis (video) where Paul-Henri Spaak has drawn, 

the Belgian Government in to this world destructive Nazi agenda (video1/2). 

This without the Belgian Government gauge the Belgian Constitutional Court.  

In the meantime the Benelux treaty 1958 is signed by: 

-Paul-Henri Spaak, Minister of Foreign Affairs on behalf of Belgium. (then 
also Secretary General of NATO) 

-Eelco Nicolaas van Kleffens, Minister of Foreign Affairs on behalf of the 
Netherlands. 

-Joseph Bech, minister van Buitenlandse Zaken en wijnbouw namens 
Luxemburg. 

No coincidence in 1958 the concession for the extraction of tin and other raw materials by the Dutch in 
Indonesia ran off and was not extended, this time at the hands of Sukarno, John F. Kennedy and his 
brother Robert Kennedy. With a direct financial impact on Nazi Netherlands and the Dutch Royal 
Family. Therefore, the same year (1958) a continuation of this silent take-over of Belgian territory, 
despite Belgium King Leopold III heroic and democratic actions. This time by means of the Benelux 
treaty, prepared by Paul-Henri Spaak, his cabinet secretary "Robert Rothschild" and signed by Spaak 
himself to still implement the Third Reich (N.W.O) silently through the the Benelux and Bilderberg 
meetings (video) after Europe, America and the rest of the world.  

Also Belgium lost his independence, and get hostage by Nazi Netherlands, by 
signing this illegal Benelux treaty in 1958, and is bound to a collaboration 
between the Netherlands and Belgium. This to mutually transport free goods 
and a joint rate for goods from outside the Benelux. Since the treaty of 1958, 
the Benelux economic union. This means that from that moment the 
Netherlands can dump each type of hazardous waste in Belgium which later 
subsequently been extended across the whole of Europe with high profits 
(video) to counter a financial ruin and continue there Nazi agenda at the 
expense of all citizens their prosperity and welfare. 

Based on the on 5 September 1944 in London falsely signed Dutch-Belgian-Luxembourg 
Customs Convention, the on 2 February 1958 closed Treaty establishing of the Benelux 
Economic Union and declaration, "New Benelux Treaty" done at The Hague on 17 June 2008 
is not legally. By these the Belgian Constitutional Court ore Government is the only authority 
that can stop the on this treaty based global acquisition including genocide, by destroy the 
illegal on 2 February 1958 closed Treaty establishing of the Benelux Economic Union and the 
declaration, done at The Hague on 17 June 2008 ("New Benelux Treaty") 

The consequence of this is that the masonic Grand Lodge of Belgium was founded a year after the 
Benelux treaty (1959), supposedly because of the good relations with the Jews of Antwerp, England 
(Rothschild) and America (Rockefeller) (video) from which Hitler was financed through Netherlands 
including the Bush family (video). This lodge is separately established in Belgium in 1959 to support 
the Nazi fascist World Order continued from the territory of the Netherlands, expanded to the Benelux, 
Europe, America and then the rest of the world with a fascist agenda and genocide consequences. 
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The Second World War never ended and continued stealth through the Dutch territory and the 
Bilderberg Conferences (video). A Nazi Trojan Horse from within Europe onto the rest of the world.  

In 1962, the last Dutch troops had left Indonesia. The 30,000 Dutch soldiers could not ensure that 
New Guinea and the smaller islands of Bali / Bangka and Billiton in Indonesia remained intact for the 
Netherlands, they had to withdraw from New Guinea whereby the Joint Mining Company Billiton acted 
in liquidation with all its consequences. This had as result a counterattack in the Dutch Pesticide Law 
that was declared in that same year (1962), where no account should be taken of: 

- The adverse effects of these pesticides during the use 
phase and the disposal phase; 

- And where not active chemicals, being unknown other 
very toxic, toxic, corrosive or harmful substance (s) need 
not be mentioned on the label: 

Whereby the Dutch company Philips Duphar first produced the 
highly toxic and carcinogenic Agent Orange in the Netherlands 
(video). To most people, "Agent Orange" is synonymous with 
the Vietnam war, (Agent Orange is also nickname of Nazi 
Prince Bernhard) first used by the U.S. military during the war 
in Vietnam (video) and Korea in the 60 and 70, (dumping chemicals at high gains), Many veterans 
suffered permanent side effects from their exposure to this potent defoliant, and hundreds of 
thousands of Vietnamese children have been born with serious birth defects (video) as a result of its 
use during the war wat happend as testing ground for the current global mass poisoning through Nazi 
Dutch territory (video) with pesticides and other unknown substances in our atmosphere caused by 
Chemtrails (video) worldwide applicable, causing massive silent mass poisoning by illegal chemical 
dumping all over the world. The Vietnam War ended but a silent threat from Agent Orange remained: 
Unfinished Business  

One year later in 1963 President John F. Kennedy joined an agreement with 

President Sukarno of Indonesia (video) to realize funds whereby the U.S. 

Treasury's could print his own Treasury dollars banknotes (video) (Executive 

Order 11110) (video), and thereby undermined the "right" of the Federal 

Reserve to print Federal Reserve dollars banknotes (video). This in parallel 

with the expulsion of Nazi Netherlands out of Indonesia, could mean a global 

recapture of democracy and the destruction of the stealth continued Nazi 

regime through Dutch territory and America. This agreement made it possible 

that 50,000 tons of gold would be transferred to support this currency. The 

problem was that the domestic currency of the USA was therefore backed by 

gold, what would have been contrary to international agreements which were intended to stabilize the 

currency. Eleven days after the signature (on 22 November 1963), John F. Kennedy did (video), 

assassinated in broad daylight by several gunmen (video1/2/3/4/5). In the same way the Dutch 

politician Pim Fortuyn was murdered (video) on 2 mei 2002. Several Bilderberg Members like the 

Bushes: George H.W. Bush, Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, appear to be involved in the Kennedy 

assassination (video). Prescott Bush advised Eisenhower to run for President and then launched 

Richard Nixon into the Vice Presidency. Subsequently he was a major financer of Nixon's presidential 

campaign against Kennedy. Prescott Bush was an avid JFK opponent and Nixon has always been a 

puppet for the interests of the Bush family. To read the details click 

here. Ones more Allen Dulles (CIA director), was the architect - together 

with Vice President Richard Nixon and George Bush - of the Bay of Pigs 

invasion to overthrow Fidel Castro's Cuba. And "Operation 

Northwoods"(video) where documents revealing that in 1962 the CIA 

was planning stage phony terrorist attacks on the US and blame it on 

Cuba to start a war (video). Dulles was fired by President Kennedy 
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because of the fiasco of the Bay of Pigs. Yet Allen he was appointed by Lyndon Johnson to serve on 

the Warren Commission (video) to "investigate" JFK's death (Members).  

The long shadow of GLADIO (video) now fuels an industry that has started two wars, controls 
the world’s opium supplies and has allowed the United States and NATO to occupy the Middle 
East as a “protectorate.” At the same time, however, the United States itself, though its love 
affair with treason, terrorism and spying, has, itself, become the real victim of the invisible 
networks it spent so many millions to build (video). 

The Belgian Alexandre Galopin was a Nazi collaborator who creat 

the Galopin doctrine to do business with Nazi's during WorldWar 

II.  Meantime (1935-1944) he was Director of the Société Générale de 

Belgique and Vice-Chairmen Board of Directors of the Nazi BIS Bank 

(Organogram Money machine). His son-in-law baron Pierre de Bonvoison 

was many years a Bilderberg member (video) from the fist day Nazi 

Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld founded the conference in 1954. In 1969, 

Paul Vanden Boeynants former Prime Minister of Belgium (1966–68 and 

78–79) set up the Cercle des Nations which was pro-European integration 

and 'highly fascist' He had together with Alexandre Galopin his grandson, 

Benoit de Bonvoisin (nicknamed the "Black Baron") connections to 

terrorist organizations like Nijvel Gang (video), CCC (video) and 

CIA/NATO,s operation Gladio (video) (Stay-Behind Groups who 

did the bombings in Belgium in 1984 and 1985. The idea was to put the 

extreme right wing into power with a secret army (video) that perform terror 

operations on citizens (video) and finance "fascist and militant groups (video). 

The role of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in sponsoring Gladio and the 

extent of its activities during the Cold War era in relationship to right-wing 

terrorist attacks where perpetrated in Italy (video) during the "Years of Lead" 

(late 1960s to early 1980s) Italy, Switzerland and Belgium have had 

parliamentary inquiries into the matter (video).  

Another part of Gladio is prostitution and child abuse, 

where Benoit de Bonvoisin and Paul Vanden 

Boeynants where involved. The pink ballets (video) 

and the Dutroux files (see, doc & video) and 

Pedophilia Zandvoort files World Leaders & Child 

Sex exposed - High-level pedophiles exposed 

(video), this happens worldwide (video) including 

America, that in the same matter is held hostage 

(video) like Europe. The Belgium's (WORLD) Corrupt 

Political Culture must come to a END. Bilderberg 

chairman Étienne Davignon (last Director of Société 

Générale de Belgique 1988-2001) who is named in the Dutroux files (child abuse and murder) (video) 

alongside other leading European representatives, politicians, judges, police and bankers... like the 

Belgian Karel Van Miert, Willy Claes, Guy Spitaels, Paul Vanden Boeynants and many others... are 

mentioned in this Dutroux Affair where about 30 witnesses are professional liquidated (German video). 

Keep in mind that gild of this people hasn’t been proven and might in some cases by miner, the 

hostage police and justice covers the truth until now. In some cases these people might even be 

victims of these networks. BLACKMAILED TO COOPERATE!!! and hostage (video) because 

allegations or participation on child abuse, where Nazi Holland from the beginning of the German 

takeover in 1940 is involved, in particular within the church (video). Present Dutch Secretary General 

(video) of Justice (joris Demmink) self pedophile (video) play a leading role, and is responsible for 

the international child trafficking by Nazi Netherlands (video) like the Dutch Zandvoort file showing 
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90.081 victims (video1/2/3/4/5) child abuse which also worldwide is used as weapon (video), in order 

to hijack responsible to participate in this genocide (video) Nazi "Agenda 21" (video). Because of this 

continuation of the Nazi regime through Dutch territory and shortcomings in their legislation, including 

disabling there Constitution, Nazi Netherlands can import global everything like a Trojan horse whitin 

Europe, from children to abused for extortion up to chemical waste like very toxic, toxic, corrosive or 

harmful substance (s), to process costly or storage at high costs with large sums of European 

subsidies. However spread ones more worldwide (including Azie by high profits) with help of the 

Netherlands Agency for Energy and the Environment (Novem), much effort has been spent by the 

Dutch industry in finding useful applications as Super Wolmanzouten (video) and others (video)… As a 

result, today, 100% of the residues produced in the Netherlands is re-used. This is probably 

unequalled in the world to dump globally stealth chemical waste at high profits and genocide 

consequences.  

Partly because this and other kind of extortion  it was possible for 

Nazi Netherlands to dump chemical waste first in Belgium with 

high profits, what also happend in the 80s in the Walloon (Liege 

and other) gravel pits and landfill with Bilderbergmember (Dieu = 

GOD) Guy Spitaels (named in Dutroux files) (photo, person right) 

as driving force, and later the province of Limburg (Flanders) with 

Bilderbergmember Willy Claes (named in Dutroux files) (photo, 

person left). His colleague socialist, Belgium former deputy prime 

minister, André Cools (photo, person middle), announced in 

1991 that he was about to make some revelations about the mafia and their links to some of the most 

important people in Liege. "Cools had most imprudently announced to the Belgian press... that he 

would soon release startling evidence about corruption in Belgium's growing arms industry and its ties 

to the Canadian billionaire Bronfman brothers, a number of major U.S. political figures and republican 

fat cats with influence reaching into the inner circles of the Bush White House. "Among the names that 

Cools promised to present evidence on were Dick Cheney, Neil Bush, Frank Carlucci, Donald 

Rumsfeld and members of the powerful Barbour and Racicot clans who all own large shares in major 

arms manufactuerers as well as Britain's Jonathan Aitken, Thatcher's secretary of state for defense 

who had large holdings in a string of British arms suppliers and was a leading figure in the Tory Party 

hierarchy, In 1991 Cools was shot dead before he could speak out. Guy Spitaels, Willy Claes and 

André Cools were members of the masonic Grand Lodge of Belgium that was separately established 

in a year after the Benelux treaty (1959) because of the good relations with the Jews of Antwerp, 

England (Rothschild) and America (Rockefeller / Bush) (video) who support the Nazi fascist World 

Order continued from the territory of the Netherlands, expanded by the Benelux, Europe, America and 

then the rest of the world with a fascist agenda and genocide consequences. Since the assassination 

of Andre Cools nobody dares to talk publicly. Shortly after the assassination, Willy Claes follow up Guy 

Spitaels as Chairman of the Party of European Socialists in July 1992 and start "Agenda 21" together 

with his colleagues, George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton the socialists whitin Nazi Netherlands and the 

U.N. which is part of these continuing Nazi policies, who not accidental illegal reestablished the 

International U.N. Court of Justice in 1946 in The-Hague, a country that is sinds 1940 still in the hands 

of the Hitler Cabinet because of Article 21 of the Dutch Constitution 

that says ""Under no circumstances can the seat of Government 

be placed outside the Empire" which means that the Dutch 

Government has lifted itself to violate. Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart 

(Hitler Regime) could that way put himself in the place of Queen 

Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, after the War the Germans never 

officially given back Netherlands whereby the Third Reich stealth could 

be transferred further through Dutch territory.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cB18plt2i6U
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Therefore Agenda 21 (video1/2) to justify their actions, and global expansion the from Nazi 
Netherlands out of hand, mass poisoning for high profits. Since there is no way back, this 
time including mass depopulation (genocide) (video) implemented from Nazi Netherlands to continue 
funding there fascist World Order under the guise of "Sustainability" mass poisoning at high 
profits called, ecologically, environmentally friendly, biomass, green power, sustainable, CO2 
reduction, environmental concrete, secondary fuel, recycling, Rio de Janeiro Protocol, Kyoto 
Protocol...  Dumping the most carcinogenic industrial waste such as arsenic acid, chroomVI and many 
more...  

The Belgian, former Eu-commissioner (1989-99) Karel Van Miert became in 

1976 cabinet chef of Willy Claes, former Minister of Economic Affairs, (Both 

Socialist & Bilderbergmembers mentioned in the Dutroux files) One his 

request Karel Van Miert became deputy national secretary of the then 

unitary Belgian Socialist Party. In 1979 Van Miert became Euro-

parliamentarian and from 1989 until 99 European Commissioner for 

"Transport, Consumer Affairs, Credit and Investments". He was 

international Advisor by the Goldman Sachs Group Inc, who conquers 

Europe (video) and participate in financing (EUR 22 Trillion Is Missing) the 

global mass poisoning (Genocide Agenda 21). On top he was director of the 

Belgian multi-national Solvay, include counselor of Solvay America, Solvay North America, several 

Philips companies worldwide, and Big pharma giant Eli Lilly Holdings (video) not to forget the 

Rabobank in the Netherlands... In 1980 the Belgian multi-national Solvay took over the Dutch 

company Philips Duphar who in the 1960s produced 2250 tons of the highly toxic and carcinogenic 

Agent Orange for the US Army in the Netherlands, whereby in 1963 a tragic disaster happened in the 

Dutch factory who dump chemical Agent Orange waste illegal in 

nature like the Dutch Volgermeerpolder. To most people, "Agent 

Orange" is synonymous with the Vietnam war (video). (Agent 

Orange is also nickname of Nazi Prince Bernhard) (video) and 

first could be produced due to the Dutch Pesticide Law that was 

declared in (1962) to counter a bankruptcy after the Netherlands 

lost Indonesia due to the efforts of Robert and J. F. Kennedy.   

Which means that the Dutch constitution (Nazi) is not only disabled after the revision of Article 60 in 
1953 with the extension: "The court shall not assess the constitutionality of agreements" 
afterwards in 1980 changed in Article 120, but in combination with this pesticide Law of 1962, no 
account should be taken of:  

- The adverse effects of these pesticides during the use phase and the disposal phase; 

- And where not active chemicals, being unknown other very toxic, toxic, corrosive or harmful 
substance (s) need not be mentioned on the label: Photo’s 

they granted the possibility of illegal dumping of chemical waste 
with high proffit to subsidiary companies worldwide, including the 
possibility to manipulate products with harmful substances among 
others Vaccines, pesticides, Chemtrails (video), chlorine for tap 
water... possible because of the authorizations obtained in the 
lawless by Nazi occupied Netherlands, that are giving directly to 
foreign subsidiary companies which may be used in all countries 
in the world where these companies are located. (outside the 
approval of all governments worldwide, whiteout respect the 
local constitution, ore a court has ruled on it) causing massive 
silent mass poisoning by illegal chemical dumping all over the 
world. 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSH5Vkq4yN0
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http://www.mstsnl.net/ekc/pdf/tab-10-bij-urgente-brief-17-juli-2008-van-philips-safety-manager-aml-van-rooij-aan-philips-president-g-kleisterlee.pdf
http://www.mstsnl.net/ekc/pdf/tab-10-bij-urgente-brief-17-juli-2008-van-philips-safety-manager-aml-van-rooij-aan-philips-president-g-kleisterlee.pdf
https://www.google.be/search?num=10&hl=en&site=imghp&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1440&bih=724&q=agent+orange&oq=agent+orange&gs_l=img.12..0l10.3124.7638.0.11968.12.8.0.4.4.0.74.545.8.8.0...0.0...1ac.1.96ZF6DYJC5Q#num=10&hl=en&site=imghp&tbm=isch&q=agent+orange+victims&revid=2127920349&sa=X&ei=Tj6WUOeWN6ml0QWxlYGYCQ&ved=0CE0QgxY&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_qf.&fp=edadd06a727bff7&bpcl=37189454&biw=1440&bih=724
http://www.mstsnl.net/ekc/pdf/een-msds-van-influenza-a-h1n1.pdf
http://rense.com/politics6/chemdatapage.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnWO5KT8IhI&feature=player_embedded
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So Nazi Netherlands granted on 11 May 2012 a illegal 
authorization to te Belgium Solvay company in 
Brussels for chlorine that should be added to the Belgium 
water supply, on the same month of May, the Belgium 
Province of Limburg launched a new campaign of 'drink 
tap water'. There extraordinary goal: to promote tap water 
on the map at the pubs and schools in Limburg and now 
all of Flanders. whereby the Belgian tap water is / or at any 
time can be poisoned with the most hazardous 100% in 
water soluble poison chemicals such as chromium VI, 
arsenic acid, Agent Orange etc.  

- Active ingredient: sodium hypochlorite content: 150 g / l (as active chlorine) 

- The remaining 850 g / l are unknown other very toxic, toxic, corrosive or harmful substance 
(s): That may be so Arsenic Acid, Chromium VI, cyanide, etc. 

Please look what Agent Orange is doing with our DNA (video) click here to view the report: "Genetic 
Damage in New Zealand Vietnam War Veterans - Participants' Report" See: Institute of Molecular 
Biosciences (video) if added to our tap water, also Agent Orange Ingredient Headed Toward Your 
Plate? 

Agent Orange first used by the U.S. military during the war in 

Vietnam (video) and Korea in the 60 and 70, (dumping chemicals 

at high gains), Many veterans suffered permanent side effects 

from their exposure to this potent defoliant, and hundreds of 

thousands of Vietnamese children have been born with serious 

birth defects (video) as a result of its use during the war, what 

happened as testing ground for the current global mass poisoning 

with pesticides and other unknown substances in our atmosphere 

caused by Chemtrails (video) now worldwide applicable. Ones more possible because the in Nazi 

Netherlands based companies who give directly authorization to there global subsidiary company 

because of the shortcomings in the Nazi laws on the Dutch territory. What is in very serious conflict 

with Articles 1, 21 and 22 of the Dutch Constitution, However no longer may be reviewed by a judge 

because of Article 60 afterwards Article 120 "The court shall not assess the constitutionality of 

agreements" Chemtrails (video) are officially recognized by the U.N and German government (video) 

executed by NATO and low budget aircraft (video) allowing to poison our earth, flora and all live one it 

including the water in the name of CO2 reduction with genocide consequences. Nazi Prince Willem-

Alexander of the Netherlands knowingly and intentionally help poison the global water, as part of 

"Agenda 21" and therefore is involved in water 

management issues. He is an honorary member of the 

World Commission on Water for the 21st century and 

patron of the Global Water Partnership, a body established 

by the World Bank and the UN. He was appointed as the 

Chairperson of the United Nations Secretary General's 

Advisory Board on Water and Sanitation on 12 December 

2006 (pdf). Secretary-General of the United Nations (UN) 

Ban Ki-moon stated despite that WATER is a basic human 

right, it must have a market price. Healthy water therefore 

becomes unpayable for most global citizens, what is a part 

of their fascist takeover including depopulation.  

 

http://www.ctb.agro.nl/ctb_files/13692_01.html
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What officially expend worldwide by signing the "Rio de Janeiro 

Protocol "in 1992, under the chairmanship of the Dutch environment 

minister, socialist Hans Alders (PvdA) which colleague socialist, 

Dutch State Secretary, Hans Simons (PvdA) of Health, Welfare and 

Culture the same yaer (1992) with this knowledge and science, faked 

the label of the pesticide Superwolmanzout-Co on its own from 374 g / 

l of arsenic acid to 304 g / l of arsenic pentoxide, knowing that in 

reality 374 g / l arsenic acid remained (cat1 carcinogenic chemical 

Waste) what is much more dangerous as arsenic pentoxide. (Click on 

the document) This to dump worldwide illegal massive chemical 

Waste with high profits and genocide consequences now and 

"Explosive" in the near future, following by signing of the "Kyoto Protocol" by the European Community 

in April 1998, again under the chairmanship by a Dutch socialist, environment Minister Jan 

Pronk (PvdA) subsequent the signature in South Africa during the sustainability conference in 

Johannesburg in September 2002 ones again under the chairmanship by a Dutch Environment 

Secretary Pieter van Geel (CDA). For these elite there is no way back? Therefore they decided to 

implement stealth killer mass depopulation through global poisoning chemtrails and vaccinations. 

During the investigation into the murder of the Belgian politician André Cools came a number of 

corruption scandals upwards, including the affair Agusta, Dassault, who would lead in the late 90 to 

the conviction of Billderbergmembers Guy Spitaels and Willy Claes who came out of nowhere on the 

world stage together with CAI cocaine distributor Bill Clinton (video) who was governor of Mena, 

Arkansas and organizes contra supply and drug operation (video1/2). Both are considered responsible 

for the Rwanda genocide. As the terror in Rwanda had unfolded, Clinton had shown virtually no 

interest in stopping the genocide, and his Administration had stood by as the death toll rose into the 

hundreds of thousands (video). One of the pivotal conversations in the course of the genocide took 

place, when Willy Claes, the Belgian Foreign Minister, called the State Department to request "cover." 

"We are pulling out, but we don't want to be seen to be doing it alone," Claes said, asking the 

Americans to support a full UN withdrawal (video). Dallaire had not anticipated that Belgium would 

extract its soldiers, removing the backbone of his mission and stranding Rwandans in their hour of 

greatest need. Belgium did not want to leave ignominiously, by itself. Warren Christopher agreed to 

back Belgian requests for a full UN exit. Policy over the next month or so can be described simply: no 

U.S. military intervention, robust demands for a withdrawal of all of Dallaire's forces, and no support 

for a new UN mission that would challenge the killers. Willy Claes had the cover he needed 

(video1/2/3). In the course of a hundred days 

in 1994 the Hutu government of Rwanda and 

its extremist allies very nearly succeeded in 

exterminating the country's Tutsi minority. 

Using firearms, machetes, and a variety of 

garden implements, Hutu militiamen, soldiers, 

and ordinary citizens murdered some 800,000 

innocent men, women and children over the 

course of approximately 100 days (from the 

assassination of Juvénal Habyarimana and 

Cyprien Ntaryamira on April 6 through mid-

July) (video1/2), Tutsi and politically moderate 

Hutu. It was the fastest, most efficient killing 

spree of the twentieth century (video 

documentary).  
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In September 1994, just two months after the Genocide 

massacre in Rwanda, Mr. Claes was nominated by NATO 

Foreign Ministers (for exelent services?), to succeed Manfred 

Wörner as Secretary General of NATO. He took up his 

appointment as Secretary General on 17 October 1994. Not 

coincidentally when the Dutchbat soldiers hastily formed out of the 

emerging first ever Air Mobile Brigade of the Royal Netherlands 

Armed Forces between February 1994 and November 1995 to 

participate in peacekeeping operations in the former Yugoslavia. In 

its third replacement, "Dutchbat III," commanded by the 

Dutch Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Karremans (video), the 

Srebrenica enclave fell to the Bosnian Serbs under Colonel General 

Ratko Mladić who did not caused (Genocide?) as the media put 

forward (video1/2) this enclave was deliberately sacrificed (video) to 

justify a occupation of the Balkans in collaboration with the U.N. 

(video) who work with Islamic Jihad against Serbs (video) linked to 

9/11 (video), Nazi Netherlands Dutch Blue Helmets (video) NATO Secretary General Willy Claes 

(video), USA president Bill Clinton (video) and Bosnia Mohammed Sacirbey, who was ambassador by 

the U.N. and Bosnian foreign minister. Mohammed Sacirbey and had for six years a relationship with 

the Dutch Princes Mabel Martine Wisse Smit, who is present wife of Nazi and Bilderbergmember 

Prince Friso of Orange-Nassau. She finished during her study internships at the United Nations, Shell, 

ABN AMRO and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, was co-founder of the "European Action Council for 

Peace in the Balkans, and one of the founding members of the European thinktank European Council 

on Foreign Relations.  The International Court of Justice, illegal in The-Hague (video) was 

after Worldwar II in 1946 reestablished by the U.N. , this time set in a staelth by Nazi hostage 

country (Netherlands) with a Hitler Cabinet and a Nazi agenda, this to eliminate (video) and convict 

innocent opposition (video) as they tried to do with Dr. Slobodan Milosevic (video1/2/3/4/5) in a 

undemocratic matter (video1/2) with a non-legally tribunal that can’t judge independently and condemn 

the worldwide genocide crimes done by Nazi Netherlands itself. Milosevic wrote a letter one day 

before his death claiming he was being poisoned to death in jail. He had to be killed before it was 

proved that he was innocent. The same is true for Muammar Gaddafi (video) who's billions where in 

Ridderkerk, the Netherlands (video) wherefore the Dutch Princes Mabel Wisse Smit during the Libya 

war was commissioned in Sirte to settle transactions with Gadaffi (video). On the return trip they got 

lost in the desert  (video) and Erik Oostwegel, Royal Haskoning was 

placed to Sirte to be picked up by helicopter  (video). Later Gadaffi 

was murder by a French secret agent (video). In Chapter 7 of 

"Beyond Dutroux" (infanticide and abuse) is stated: “Parties with 

under aged children in Eindhoven (Netherlands) with Delvoie. 

18th century Castle. Departure in convoy from Knokke 

(Belgium). The cars with German license plates followed with 

the little girls.” here it concerns the Belgian judge Delvoie who is 

mentioned in the same Dutroux file as former Secretary General of 

NATO Willy Claes, Delvoie was first employed in the Brussels Court 

of Appeal, then the Yugoslaviatribunal and is now at the 

International Criminal Court in The Hague which again is very 

worrying, there he is named in the same Dutroux file with Willy 

Claes who under international pressure resigned as NATO Chief for 

accepting bribes during contract negotiations with Agusta 

helicopters at the time he was minister of economic affairs.  
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Also in 1994 Secretary General of NATO Willy 
Claes  introduced  “Agenda 21” (video) as a 
pilot project for Belgium in his home town 
Hasselt, the capital of the province Limburg 
where Claes sustained there dictatorial power to 
date, and abuse his own country, province, the 
socialist party, his members, al Belgian citizens, 
including his own children and grandchildren for 
a third fascist agenda with genocide 
consequences. Currently his daughter Hilde 
Claes is mayor and works like we know under 
undemocratic pressure. Like here father she 
is regularly discredited due to fraud and 
misuse power to a fascist overturn and destroy 

whistleblowers. This Secretary General of NATO continue the mass poisoning with high profits, this 
time officially within Belgium together with his political child, Steve Stevaert (socialist) as 
environmental depute of the Province of Limburg. Steve Stevaert was piloted by Willy Claes into local 
politics, first alderman, later in 1995 as mayor of Hasselt, he became State minister of Belgium, there 
after governor of the Province of Limburg, he wanted to merge the Belgian Limburg with the Dutch 
Limburg like before the Belgian Revolution in 1830. A conflict which led to the secession of the 
southern provinces from the United Kingdom of the Netherlands and established an independent 
Kingdom of Belgium. However the Netherlands (Dutch Limburg) since 1940 is stealth adopted by the 
Nazi Hitler cabinet, a horse of Troy within Europe what consciously never officially is given back to the 
Netherlands and is until now is German Nazi Territory! Acording to Steve Stevaert, Belgium en Dutch 
Limburg (Nazi) have so much in common that they easily can be considered as a unit, what would 
work perfectly for these Nazi when all the sovereign states in Europe are dissolved with, Limburg as 
stealth Trojan horse from occupied Netherlands in to Europe. A relationship that were widely known 
throughout Europe and are considered as one province whitin Europe. Shortly after the introduction of 
Agenda 21 in Limburg (Belgium), Frieda Brepoels (NVA) took Steve Stevaert  place as environmental 
depute (1994-1999) and granted together with the Flemish Minister for Environment (1995-99) Theo 
Kelchtermans a controversial environmental permit for dumping hazardous industrial waste at 
the REMO landfill from the Group Machiels, a small company that in 2 decades from scratch became 
a world player where Willy Claes, Steve Stevaerts and Theo Kelchtermans, all politicians from Limburg 
are advisors of. This REMO landfill, is located in a nature reserve alongside military domain, where 
massif illegal dumping happened with the most carcinogenic chemicals like Chromium trioxide, arsenic 
acid and others, from, among Billiton, Shell, Monsanto ... including radioactive waste from the in 1992 
crash Bijlmer disaster in the Netherlands, where a ELAL (Israel) Boeing aircraft is missing at least 152 
kg of depleted uranium counterweights. Because of the very sensitive cargo aboard the doomed 
aircraft, the official investigations have been shrouded in secrecy, denial and misinformation (video), 
however research revealed chemical weapons and radioactive military goods were aboard. These 
wastes are dumpt at different landfill in the Benelux, partly on this REMO landfill according threatened 
witness what they plan to burn in incinerators, which perfectly fits under depopulation agenda 21. 

Real knowledge and solutions are manipulated ore 
undemocratic suppressed in the interest of a few. 
Our Universities are hijacked, and totally not able to 
operate independently because of the conflicts of 
interest of corrupt politicians and multinationals to 
sell "Sustainability", ecologically, environmentally 
friendly, biomass, green power, sustainable, CO2 
reduction, environmental concrete, secondary fuel, 
recycling, Rio de Janeiro Protocol, Kyoto 
Protocol...  When, in the meantime they poison the 
whole earth themselves for profits and power, 

wherefore they want to accuse the citizens and let them pay for. The CO2 reduction is a lie (video), not 
only to suppress people but also for its enormous value as a resource, not for nothing they want to 
storage it underground. Even NASA scientists are moving away from global warming, published 
information even indicates that data on climate change have been manipulated. In one of the emails of 
the director department Climatic Research Unit (CRU), he suggests to use a "trick'' to manipulate and 
"to hide'' information about temperatures as temperature drops (Listen audio). The UN scientist behind 
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the IPCC report on the melting of the glaciers that last was revoked, admits that he knew that the 
report was wrong. The scientist, Dr. Murari Lal, said this in an interview with the British newspaper The 
Mail on Sunday, he said he factually processed incorrect information in the report so politicians would 
take action. It will come as no surprise to you that Bilderbergmember Willy Claes is advisor by the 
Group Machiels represent the highest position within the Flemish Universities as president of the 
Flemish higher education and Association University-Colleges Limburg where the highest amount of 
subsidy ever was issued by the Flemish government to investigate the burning and recovery of 
precious metals from the REMO landfill. After a overflow of incinerators in central Europe, they want to 
buld 5 more massive incinerators in central Europe (Limburg) within a secluded natural environment, 
next to, ,and only accessible by military domain, near a major highway intersection in central Europe 
seems extremely worrying to us, whit this history and background? In particular with Bilderberg 
member, former Secretary General of NATO and Nazi collaborator Willy Claes behind the buttons. 
Specialist regarding Genocide (Rwanda / Srebrenica). Our own Auswitch-Birkenau ore chemical, 
nuclear Fukushima in Central Europe? Which may explain why the Dutch inventor Leo Nevels his 
Nuloptie witch for more than 25 years is proven as a global solution, with the most severe abuse of the 
Dutch Nazi government authoritie is suppressed whitin Nazi Netherlands. Also in the Belgian Limburg 
where a subsidiary is located this option is deliberately divested because of conflicts of interest with 
the most serious consequences for public health, including genocide mass poisoning. In 1998 Theo 
Kelchtermans and Steve Stevaert both representatives of the Flemish parliament as Deputy Minister 
and Minister of the Environment and reject the RESOLUTION 04/02/99 (Report hearing) to stop the 
dumping of cat1 chemical waste in impregnated wood, Superwolmanzout-Co witch ther Dutch college 
Hans Simons (PvdA) in 1992 faked the label of. In 2003 the Ethiopian freighter Andinet lost this cargo 
false labeled impregnating Superwolmanzouten into the North Sea by the Dutch island of Texel 
(Netherlands) (video) ones more with most serious consequences for public health including the fish 
supply in the ocean. The Limburg Euro-parliamentarian Frieda Brepoels, suppresses efficient natural 
products against cancer like Flaraxin, (Raport1/2/3/4) comfirmed by Prof. Jan Tytgat, head of the 
Laboratory of Toxicology of the University of Leuven in his report dated August 9, 2011. Suppressed 
despite here participation in this mass poisoning through Nazi Netherlands in cooperation with the 
Belgian province of Limburg under her responsibility as environmental depute and later European 
Representative (Chairwoman of the European Green Party), causing countless cancer patients and 
death, she is a member of "Members Against Cancer" within the Eu-parliament a facade of Big 
Pharma (video) and there elite owners. The through Dutch territory continuing Nazi policie, and there 
international collaborators must be stoppedto bring united, democratic solutions for everyone on this 
planet. If not, all Worlds and beyond by the hand of God will judge each individual for his actions! 

In 2003 Solvay builds a new factory for flu vaccine in Weesp   

(Netherlands) three years later 2006 Solvay signs contract with 

Netherlands for pandemic vaccine and supply flu vaccine to USA. After 

the failure of Baxter who tried to create a bioweapon by infecting 72 

kilos of the transmissible seasonal flu in 2009, with the deadly bird 

fluvirus in its biosecurity level 3 facilities in Orth an der Donau and sent 

it to 16 labs in four countries (video1/2/3) for the virus to spread and 

mandatory inject the overall population with unknown illegal harmful 

substances MSDS (video) Solvay Pharmaceuticals from Olst/Weesp in 

the Netherlands provides not coincidentally the illegal, harmful Swine 

Flu vaccines (Depth study swine flu Philips) whose 100% contents are not known, therefore these 

vaccins are illegally globally distributed in the same manner as the pesticides where no account 

should be taken of the adverse effects during the use phase and the disposal phase, and where not 

active chemicals, being unknown other very toxic, toxic, corrosive or harmful substance (s) need not 

be mentioned on the label. After this failed attack on the global 

world citizens a U.S. company buys Solvay Olst/Weesp 

(Netherlands). Bush, Prince Bernhard, IG Farben and Philips all 

collaborators of the Nazi and its elite behind the scenes first 

abused Poland during Worldwar II for their genocide agenda, wat 

the Polish government could not let happen again so they warn 

there citizens of the swine flu vaccine (video1/2), after almost the 

whole government is killed in a plane crash, (video1/2) or/and 
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liquidated. Also genetic modification of food has come under severe criticism from the scientific 

community as new health risks are being discovered. Do genetically modified vaccines carry any less 

risk? The study below outlines just a few of the unanswered questions about one of the genetically 

engineered vaccines currently in use, namely Gardasil®. the result is Genetically Engineered Gardasil 

Vaccine May Contain A New Chemical With Untested Toxicity as we have already explained.    

Governments ADMIT That They Carry Out False Flag Terror like 

the attack on November 11, 2001 at the Twin Towers in New York 

(video) what happen (video) on George Bush's watch (video) 

911truth/ Nuclear demolition. Among others HAARP (video) who 

can provoke earthquakes (video) huge storms (video1/2) and 

cyclones (video’s HAARP), Just when the Group Machiels with 

Bilderbergmember (video)Willy Claes as advisor bought the 

Pukkelpop site, a unprecedented local storm at its most powerful 

struck precisely the location of the concert (video) where 60,000 

young people were present, where death toll rises to 5 after storm slams Belgium music festival. His 

daughter Hilde Claes responsible as Mayer of Hasselt (video) had the right opportunity to regain their 

popularity and score by the upcoming elections to recover their doctorial power in the Province of 

Limburg. Also here according to many H.A.A.R.P (video) played a role (video) which does not mean 

that the Mayor consciously participate, by this modern manner of stealth warfare (video) which is used 

worldwide by these Nazi to hostage threaten and take down governments and their population (video) 

with great destruction (video) and mind control. Including the false flag attacks on nuclear facilities 

(video), like Fukushima Japan (video1/2) that deliberately still not is recovered to nuclear poison all 

northern atmosphere of the Earth and destroy human DNA forever (video). People like 

Bilderbergmember (video), Prince Friso van Oranje joins URENCO (grandson Bernhard of Lippe-

Biesterfeld) and operates plants in Germany, the Netherlands, the UK and the US, using URENCO's 

world-leading centrifuge technology to enrich uranium for the use as a nuclear fuel for civil power 

generation. A company that is also located in Almelo (Nazi Netherlands) what ones more is very 

disturbing. Friso van Oranje began his career at McKinsey in Amsterdam. He then joined Goldman 

Sachs in London (video) as a Vice President working in the firm’s Investment Banking Division 

(communications, media and technology) (video1/2) and in the Principal Investment Area for Goldman 

Sachs Capital Partners. Subsequently, he became a Partner at 

Logispring, a supply chain and technology-focused venture 

capital firm based in Geneva, Switzerland until 2006 before 

joining Wolfensohn, founded by James Wolfensohn, former 

President of the World Bank, where he was a Managing Director. 

Mr van Oranje has an MSc in aeronautical engineering from 

Delft Technical University and in economics from Erasmus 

University, where Virologist Develops Highly Contagious and 

Lethal Strain of H5N1 Bird Flu Virus. He also has an MBA from 

INSEAD.  

Bilderberg member Prince Friso of Orange-Nassau his wife 
Princess Mabel of Orange-Nassau, had a relationship with the 
Dutch Klaas Bruinsma, the biggest drug lord Europe has even 
seen (video) who's employees for decades undisturbed settle in 
Belgian Limburg (video), where Bilderberg member former 
Secretary General of NATO (1994-1995) Willy Claes, 
comparable to his colleague Bill Clinton as governor in Mena, 
Arkansas, who did contra supply and drug operations (video’s) 
hase dictatorial power of law enforcement within the Province of 

Limburg, whereby criminals can operate undisturbed condoned by corrupt and hostage justice. 
Including worldwide illegal transport among others chemical waste, in essence a Bruinsma-like 
organization for trafficking chemical waste and distributing opium throughout the colonies. The 
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enormous family capital of the Orange family dates back to that illustrious era. By introducing Wisse 
Smit into the Dutch royal family they continued its long established ties with drugs trafficking which 
originated with king William I who in 1824 founded the Netherlands Trading Society. According to 
insiders (video) was Mabel Martine Wisse Smit a former lady of easy virtue for the underworld to 
infiltrate all possible environments (video), now she is princess of Orange. 

As you may have read in 1941, the Netherlands lost the 
dominion of the Dutch East Indies to the Japanese, and 
therefore the interests of the coca and poppy plantations. 
Whereby one year later (1942) NCF (Dutch Cocaine 
Factory) begins with the production of amphetamine and 
again delivers globally to the soldiers, including the 
Germans. Until 1945 the Netherlands was the best and 
biggest cocaine producing country in the world and 
produced, among other Novocain, morphine, heroin and 
ephedrine. The Factory came in Hands of Akzo Nobel in 
the 70s. Now the Netherlands is the largest producer of 
ecstasy the world. The market created by the 
Netherlands (Dutch Cocaine Factory (NCF) is continued 
by these Nazi's, however, now the cocaine production 
comes directly illegal from South America where Nazis 
after World War II fled to with the help of the Red Cross, 
including the London Committee of the Netherland Red 
Cross Society founded by Princess Juliana and used by 
her husband Nazi Prince Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld. 
This along with the Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr. 
C.G.W.H. Baron Boetzelaer Oosterhout (party less) in 
the cabinet Beel (CSF). The CIA reportedly makes great 
use of Colombian secret agents, there involvement in 
Colombia began just after the 1950s shortly after Hitler 
fled to Colombia according to CIA documents 
(1/2/3/4/5/6). (What does the CIA trying to hide in 
Colombia)? There presents grew along with the drug trade, this to financial support the through Dutch 
territory continuing Nazi agenda and overthrow sovereign states like the Colombia government in co-
operation with locals as Pablo Escobar (video) what happens today worldwide with so-called rebels, 
supported by the elite including NATO. Pablo Escobar was first supported by western secret services 
CIA/ Mossad who were approving the cocaine smuggling operations by the CIA, like Mossad's Paul Lir 
Alexander (Paul Rothstein), a cocaine baron involved in Iran-Contra, who worked like David Headley 
for the US Drugs Enforcement Administration. Rothstein smuggled lots of cocaine into the USA. He 
worked alongside CIA agents (video’s) who were getting cocaine from Pablo Escobar (video), through 
General Manuel Noriega to smuggling it into the USA for sale to street gangs on the East and West 
Coast. In 1982 Rothstein was in Nicaragua helping Lt. Col. Oliver North during the Iran-Contra Affair 
CIA and Contras cocaine trafficking in the US (video) with connections between cocaine importer Bill 
Clinton and Bush (video’s). "In 1991 the CIA established a Colombian naval intelligence group that 
became a key part of the death squads continuing terror campaign against ... anyone who speaks out 
for change or peace." Including Pablo Escobar who turned against these Nazis and chose to support 
the Colombian people. College cocaine distributor Bill Clinton as governor of Mena, Arkansas, 
did contra supply and drug operation. Clinton became in 1993 USA president and let murder his rival 
Escobar. "Colombia is currently the center of the South American drug trade, producing more 
than 80 percent of the world’s cocaine supply." Former FBI translator Sibel Edmonds... testified to 
the use of NATO planes transporting drugs as well as international terrorists" At the Asian Tribune, 
Asif Haroon Raja reported that one reason the USA invaded Afghanistan was to restore and control 
"the world's largest supply of opium to use drugs as a geopolitics weapon against opponents. 

By registered letter dated 27 May 2012 the No Cancer Foundation in Hasselt (Belgium) has 
written to H.R.H. Princess Maxima of the Netherlands the following request, with a copy to King 
Albert II of Belgium, and to Herman van Rompuy, president of the European Union and to 
Etienne Davignon President of the Bilderberg conferences:  
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"We have the honor to ask you to save the world from the total poisoning with 
highly toxic carcinogen poison, falsely labeled as arsenic acid, and chromium 
trioxide (chromium VI) being highly problematic hazardous waste of 
Billiton/Shell and other pesticides, such as Roundup (produced by 
Monsanto), chemtrails, fluoride poison, aspartame, and vaccinations etc. 
together with radiation. This is all the result from the (in fact) continuation of 
the Hitler cabinet from 18 May 1940 Constitutional Netherlands that since 
than no longer exists. 

All this is the outcome from the ‘Bilderberg conferences’ implemented under 
the chairmanship of Prince Bernhard at first, and later Queen Beatrix and 
now the chairman Etienne Davignon, meanwhile the Hitler cabinet (Nazi 
regime) from the territory of the former Netherlands has continued what is 

inherited by the European Union with a total destruction of our democracy as the next step under the 
European stability mechanism (ESM) that they want to implement by 1 July 2012. "  

From the territory of the former Netherlands the Hitler Cabinet continued to expand its sphere of 
influence and into the greater German Reich "or as we now call it the " European Union ". This was 
achieved not by a democratically elected president and a European Commission, but by one that 
takes decisions against which by citizens of the Member States within the European Union cannot be 
litigated.  

From this European Commission they propose - before 1 July 2012 -(within less than one month) that 
500 billion euro in the ESM-Fund should be plunged, this money will be seized from across the 
countries Netherlands, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Austria, Ireland, 
Finland, Luxembourg, Cyprus, Slovakia, Slovenia, Estonia and Malta. The (hidden) goal of this is the 
poisoning of the world population under the cloaks of sustainability, innovation, ecological, 
environment friendly, biomass, green power, CO2 reduction, KOMO-keur, environmental concrete, 
secondary fuel, Rio de Janeiro protocol, Kyoto protocol and Agenda 21 with the release of highly toxic, 
mutagenic, teratogenic, genotoxic, reprotoxic, carcinogenic poison as, falsely labeled arsenic acid and 
to extend to chromium VI.  

How did the Hitler regime continue from the Netherlands?  

On 10 May 1940, the German army invaded the Netherlands. On the 13 May 1940 Queen Wilhelmina 
and the council of Ministers fled to England. Thus the Dutch Queen, head of State and the council of 
Ministers have surpassed article 21 of the Constitution, in which is written:  

 

"Under no circumstances can the seat of Government be placed outside the Empire"  

By article 21 of the Constitution, the Dutch Government has lifted itself to violate. Seyss-Inquart 
Reichsstatthalter (Hitler Regime)could that way put himself in the place of Wilhelmina.  

By the illegitimate ' transfer ' of the Dutch Government to England, it happened that besides a military 
occupation in the Netherlands, also the German civil administration under Seyss-Inquart became fatal 
for the Jewish part that extra of the Dutch population. In Belgium and Denmark - where the Princes 
remained on their post - the vast majority of Jews survived the war. In Belgium, almost 90% of the 
Belgian - and 60% of foreign Jews (most come from Germany and Central Europe) survived. Thanks 
to the Danish King in Denmark even 99% of the Jews survived the war. This is in contrast to the 
Netherlands, where only about 20% of Jews survived the war. Citizens in Belgium and Denmark were 
not taken to camps like ' Westerbork '.  

On 18 May 1940, Adolf Hitler introduced on the Government powers Decree No. 1 in the Netherlands.  

https://sites.google.com/site/universalfederationback/nazis-hijacked-the-benelux-union/artl21.jpg?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/nocancerfoundation/home/maxima-smaragd-parure.jpg?attredirects=0
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On May 25, 1940 Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart of the occupied area in Holland issues a call going 
out to the Dutch citizens that upon that day he will take possession of the highest governmental 
authority in the civilian resort in the Netherlands. By the regulation of 29 May 1940, Reichskommissar 
Seyss-Inquart, has inherited all the powers in the Dutch Constitution and the laws (and powers) that 
were granted to the King or Queen and the Government.  

On 5 June 1940 Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart makes the following appointments, in accordance 

with the Decree of Hitler (his regulations):  

1. for Administration and Justice, Dr. Friedrich Wimmer;  

2. for Public Safety, SS-Brigadeführer Hanns Rauter (Higher SS officer and police leader);  

3. for Finance and Economic Affairs, Dr. Hans Fischboeck  

4. for Special Affairs, Reichsamtsleiter Fritz Schmidt.  

5.representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Otto Bene  

6. to Plenipotentiary of ‘de Nederlandsche Bank’ (den Ministerialdirektor der Bank) Dr. Hans 

Piesbergen  

7. Chief of the Main Department on bureau van den Reichskommissar for the occupied Dutch area, 

(Ministerial rat) Dr. Hans Piesbergen.  

The superstructure of the Dutch Government (central force) was formed by:  

1.Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart  

2. the four Commissioners General: Dr. Friedrich Wimmer (governance and Justice), Hanns Rauter 
(for public safety den SS-Brigadeführer), Dr. Hans Fischboeck (Finance and Economic Affairs), Fritz 
Schmidt (Special Affairs den Reichsamtsleiter)  

3. The Plenipotentiaries of den Reichskommissar for the provinces: the Commissioners of the Queen 
during the second world war, whether or not fitted with a special Commissioner Plenipotentiary, (als 
Kreisleiter) Schmidt that was in Limburg.  

4. the representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Otto Bene  

5. the German Plenipotentiary for the Dutch Bank Dr. Hans Piesbergen.  

From this moment the Reichskommissar appoints and dismisses these people in power:  

1. the members of the High Council;  

2.Attorney-General and the Attorneys-General at the Supreme Council;  

3. the Presidents of courts;  

4. The Attorneys General at the courts.  

The other judicial officials are appointed and dismissed by the Secretary-General of Justice, unless the 
Reichskommissar the appointment or dismissal keeps to himself. (source: State law since 10 May 
1940, library city of Amsterdam August 24, 1946). The Secretary-General of Justice has a dictatorial 
power over all health officials.  

This is an explanation for the fact that current Secretary-General Joris Demmink (VVD) by current 
Minister responsible for the Ministry Safety and Justice Ivo Opstelten (VVD) cannot be expelled from 
his function also may not be prosecuted criminally for the abuse of small children despite much 
evidence (source: book "De Demmink Doofpot ').  
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On May 5, 1945 Germany capitulated on May 5, Netherlands celebrated this victory over the 
capitulation. On that date ‘Hotel De Wereld’ in the city of Wageningen the capitulation would have 
been signed between the German General Johannes Blaskowitz and the Canadian General Charles 
Foulkes, in the presence of Prince Bernhard. The agreement was signed on 6 may in thein de Aula of 
the then Agricultural College next to “Hotel de Wereld” in Wageningen. Prince Bernhard was not 
present. The Act itself, present in the municipal archives of Wageningen is dated 5 May 1945. In 
reality, only an agreement on the technical elaboration of German troops in the Netherlands of 
capitulation on May 4 of German forces in Northwest Europe. (source: Wikipedia). This is the proof 
that no one at the hands of Prince Bernhard on behalf of the Dutch head of State and/or Government 
has signed the capitulation of Germany (the Hitler Regime) and also not at the signing by the 
authorized German General Johannes Blaskowitz and the Canadian General Charles Foulkes has 
been present. Constitutionally, this means that every part of the Netherlands from May 5 1945 still 
belongs to Germany. Now because it’s signing has legally not taken place, so the Netherlands from 18 
May 1940Constitutionally means that the Netherlands no longer exists and the occupation from the 
Hitler Cabinet on the former territory of Netherlands after 5 May 1945 has since continued. Therefore, 
the Netherlands from that time the Prime Minister, ministers, State Secretaries, the Commissioners of 
the Queen and the mayors are not elected but appointed by the head of State and sworn into office.  

Of 24 June 1945 until 3 July 1946 Netherlands from 18 May 1940 Constitutional: because it no longer 
exists there could be no democratic elections after the war, in the Netherlands. Therefore, Queen 
Wilhelmina, as successor to Adolf Hitler, the first post-war cabinet Schermerhom-Drees appointed 
itself. The Hitler Government is thus under her leadership as head of State continued. This successor 
Hitler Government was a ' Royal ' Government and is also known as an "emergency Cabinet 
(Government)". On this continuing Hitler-former Dutch territory Government headed by former Dutch 
Queen Wilhelmina continue to remain head of State, it was necessary that the next Government was 
formed by the PvdA and the KVP as successor to the German NSDAP because Cardinal Pacelli (later 
Pope Pius XII) and Franz von Papen, Vice-Chancellor of Germany, under Chancellor Adolf Hitler 
(since 30 January 1933), on 8 July 1933 has signed the Reichskonkordat, with in article 14 the 
following passage:  

"The appointments of archbishops, bishops and so on will not be published earlier than after 
the reichsstatthalter properly will have verified that there were no objections of general 
political nature exist."  

Hereby the successive Dutch heads of State, Wilhelmina, Juliana and Beatrix (of continuing Hitler 
cabinet from May 5 1945) have gained fullpower over the pope and the Christian parties.  

The German Plenipotentiary for the Dutch Nazi Bank was Dr. Hans Piesbergen. This procuration 
(proxy) is in the first post-war Cabinet adopted the Schermerhom-Drees by Queen Wilhelmina 
(successor of Adolf Hitler) named Finance Minister Piet Lieftinck (CHU/PvdA) from 1973 to 1977 as 
successor to W.F. Duisenberg (PvdA). From 1982 to 1997, this person (W.F. Duisenberg) has become 
president of the Dutch Nazi Bank.  

From 1998-2003, W.F. Duisenberg was appointed first president of the Executive Board of the 
European Central Bank in Frankfurt. In this capacity he was one of the driving forces behind the 
introduction of the euro as legal tender in 12 European countries by 1 January 2002. From this 
moment the European Central Bank in the hands of the Cabinet from former Dutch territory continued 
under the control of the secret Bilderberg Hitler-conferences-first under the chairmanship of Prince 
Bernhard, Queen Beatrix and currently the Belgium chairman Etienne Davignon thereafter. From 1998 
the European Central Bank, at the hands of W.F. Duisenberg and Nazi Bank which now has become 
the presidentthe Frenchman Benoît Cœuré.  

It is this (hands of W.F. Duisenberg) European Central bank which became Nazi of the Dutch Nazi 
bank and the banks of the other Euro-member States by the time of 1 July 2012 (within one month) 
500 billion euro in the ESM-deposited Fund wishes to have, to under the guise of "rescuing the Euro (' 
thus the greater German Reich") or "European Union" will become fully realized. And from which the 
human population on Earth - with the implementation of "Agenda 21" - they will be allowed to 
worldwide using of pesticides, toxic fluoride, aspartame, chemtrails, toxic substances in cosmetics, 
poisonous radiation, vaccination, etc. (after first experimenting on the population) witha result that 
about 50 to 80% of the population will be reduced.  
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For the full content please refer to the letters dated 27 May 2007 in the Dutch language written by No 
Cancer Foundation to:  

- Princess Maxima of Netherlands (Weergeven Downloaden)  

- King Albert II of Belgium (Weergeven Downloaden) 

- Herman Van Rompuy, President of the Council of Europe (Weergeven Downloaden)  

- Etienne Davignon, President of the Bilderberg conferences (Weergeven Downloaden) 

For fully understanding this issue watch the following video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=XseUkCWuVGk  

With the above mentioned facts it is now clear that "The Netherlands (Nederland)" and "the 
Dutchman" (citizen from this country) from 18 May 1940 until 5 May 1945 should have been “Germany 
"(Member State Germany)" and "the German" (citizen) from May 5 1945, as“Nederland” does no 
longer exist. On former Dutch territory from 5 May 1945 the Hitler Cabinet silently continued under the 
leadership of the Queens Wilhelmina, Juliana and Beatrix, driven from the secret Bilderberg 
conferences established in 1954 under the chairmanship of Prince Bernhard, Queen Beatrix first then 
and now the Belgian Viscount Etienne Davignon, whereby the Nazi regime is taken up by the 
European Union. The consequences for Belgium, European Union, United Nations, NATO, and other 
associations and clubs, like the Bilderberg Conference, club of Rome, club of Madrid but also involved 
banks and companies etc. Consequences can be read below:  

1. The Dutch Constitution and all other laws declared applicable in Netherlands from May 5 1945 are 

not valid.  

2. All Dutch Prime Ministers, ministers, Secretaries of State, first Chamber members, second Chamber 
members, Commissioners of the Queen, members of the Gedeputeerde States, members of 
Provincial States, mayors, aldermen and Councilors, as well as all the Dutch lawyers from 5 May 1945 
to date who have taken the oath to the Queen that have supported to the continuation of the Hitler-
Cabinet and are therefore responsible and liable for the overall poisoning of the world, more than a 
billion within now and the next 10 years poisoning deaths (cancer deaths). They are therefore 
responsible and liable for the largest genocide in the world’s history.  

3. All by the Dutch courts, Central Board of appeal, College van Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven, the 
Judiciary Council and the Council of State rulings, decisions, judgments and rulings made from 5 May 
1945 to date ' in the name of the Queen ' are not valid.  

4. All information provided to date from May 5 1945 Dutch passports, identity cards, etc. are not valid. 

All Dutch people are thus stateless.  

5. Given the above points 1 thru 4, in the Netherlands on 12 September 2012 announced second 
Chamber elections should not continue and a portion of the inhabitants of former Netherlands (below 
the rivers?) to be attributed to Belgium and to request a Belgian passport and the rest (above the 
rivers?) to be attributed to Belgium and to request a Belgian passport and the rest (above the rivers?) 
to be attributed to Germany and request a German passport, since these countries legally exist and 
have a Constitution and a Constitutional Court.  

6. All decisions, judgments and rulings issued by the International Criminal Court in the Hague about 
persons suspected of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes are not valid because they 
are pronounced on the territory of a non-existent country on the proposal of the United Nations, what 
communication is signed by continuing from former Dutch territory Hitler Cabinet. In addition, that ' 
genocide ' is disproportionate with the genocide of billions of world inhabitants, from the former Dutch 
territory, from the Hitler Cabinet.(comparison).  

7. All politicians, political parties, individuals, banks, institutions, businesses, churches, etc. that from 
1954 until today attended the secret Bilderberg-Conferences are responsible and can be held liable for 

https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxuY2Zha3R1ZWVsfGd4OjNhYWE1MzgxMmUzYjBiZjE
https://sites.google.com/site/ncfaktueel/Brief%20aan%20Maxima%2C.pdf?attredirects=0
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxuY2Zha3R1ZWVsfGd4OjExZDNkYTYxZTc4NjQyODI
https://sites.google.com/site/ncfaktueel/Brief%20aan%20Koning%20Albert.pdf?attredirects=0
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxuY2Zha3R1ZWVsfGd4OjVkMmQ5MDNmZTY1YTM1NQ
https://sites.google.com/site/ncfaktueel/Brief%20aan%20Van%20Rompuy.pdf?attredirects=0
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxuY2Zha3R1ZWVsfGd4OjZkMDJlYzMyNjI0OGE4YTQ
https://sites.google.com/site/ncfaktueel/Brief%20aan%20Etienne%20Davignon.pdf?attredirects=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=XseUkCWuVGk
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treason, and poisoning-genocide of billions of world residents there that have occurred from the former 
Dutch territory (on continued Hitler Cabinet). Therefore to current Belgian President Etienne Davignon 
will receive a copy of this letter before 31 May 2012 to be consulted with the emphatic H.R.H. Princess 
Maxima request the cancel the secret Bilderberg Conference from 31 May 2012 in Westfield’s Marriott 
Washington Dulles Hotel till 3 June 2012, Virginia. And accordingly decide that in future no more 
secret Bilderberg conferences will be organized.  

8. The Benelux Treaty should be dissolved immediately because due to the fact that the Netherlands 
from May 5 1945 does not exist and Belgium does not wish to be associated to the former Dutch 
territory continued Hitler Cabinet. We will notify King Albert II of Belgium with submission of a copy of 
this letter to Princess Máxima, with the request to open in Brussels in consultation with Princess 
Máxima, and European President Herman Van Rompuy, and possibly other persons and undersigned 
by him on behalf of No Cancer Foundation.  

We propose for King Albert II to ask Princess Máxima to become the Chairman because she brought 
this to the public attention for the first time. And as an independent spokesperson, since she never 
attended a Bilderberg Conference.  

9. All European treaties, notably the Treaty of Maastricht and the Treaty of Amsterdam are not valid. 
This is because these treaties are signed on former Dutch territory from which from 18 May 1945 the 
Hitler Cabinet has continued and signed by Member State that according to the Constitution The 
Netherlands does not exist. This means that the European Community will have to be reduced to a 
smaller number of states dating from after the time of the Maastricht Treaty with that indication that the 
residents from the Netherlands will have to get a Belgian or German Nationality. More specifically, this 
means that only the countries Belgium, Denmark, in Germany, Greece, Spain, France, Ireland, 
Luxembourg, Portugal and the United Kingdom will belong to this new European Community, and that 
the old coins (except the guilder) will be used again and that the borders should be closed. From this a 
new politics, new economy and a new social life can be built in which our children and grandchildren 
can live a healthy and prosperous life. We will notify the current president of the European Union, 
Herman Van Rompuy, also Chairman of the European Council, through submission of a copy of this 
letter to Princess Máxima. This with the request for this in Brussels in consultation with H.R.H. 
Princess Máxima, King Albert II of Belgium, other persons and undersigned by him on behalf of No 
Cancer Foundation (if desired).  

10. The announced European stability mechanism (ESM) can be stopped, cancelled on 1 July 2012, 
as already announced; on the basis of the above (points 1 thru 9 continue). We call on the European 
Union's current president Herman Van Rompuy to inform and discuss about this in the European 
Council as soon as possible via the press officers of the European Union and making this information 
public a.s.a.p.  

11. From The former Dutch territory from May 5 1945 Hitler continued the secret Bilderberg-driven 
Cabinet, from conferences with support from the Vatican and the Christian parties. Within 10 years 
from now and at least one billion world inhabitants will die from severe signs of early diseases 
(including cancer), therefore a ban on this should be implemented immediately by the Holy see. 
Because it is in very serious extent acted against the ten commandments of God. We will inform Pope 
Benedict XVI of this letter (and also inform H.R.H. Princess Máxima) and ask him to forgive them all, 
after which can be worked on a new world in which the ten commandments of God actually be 
complied with and by the Holy see on compliance.  

12. The United Nations should be abolished in its current form because of the fact that Netherlands 
from May 5 1945 does not exist and therefore cannot be a member of the United Nations. The United 
Nations also does not want to be associated with the former Dutch territory continued Hitler Cabinet, 
and a dictatorial regime It is very important that the United Nations continues to exist because of its 
network and infrastructure. We desperately need to have a social structure, because we will get a 
worldwide political upheaval and social unrest. The good news is: It will no longer be possible to grant 
subsidies of billions of euros for products and processes that poison us with massively carcinogenic 
substances as arsenic acid and chromium VI. These resources will be much needed for the promotion 
of suppressed technologies and products from natural and vegetable origin, so that our children and 
grandchildren also have a healthy life on our Earth. We will send these intentions and arguments to 
the present United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon (South Korea) and let a request go out 
with this (in English translated letter) to H.R.H. Princess Máxima.  
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13. The NATO in the current form should be abolished also, because of the fact that Netherlands from 
May 5 1945 does not exist and therefore cannot be a member of the NATO. NATO also does not want 
to be associated with the former Dutch territory continued Hitler Cabinet. It is very important that the 
NATO continues to exist, because of its network and infrastructure. We are in desperate need for 
social peace in the forthcoming difficult years to preserve, in which probably more than a billion world 
inhabitants will die from poisoning diseases (cancer) as a result of the continued Hitler cabinet from 
former Dutch territory (under control of the secret Bilderberg conferences). We will present this 
information to the NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen and a request going out with 
this (in English translated) letter to H.R.H. Princess Máxima with the supporting evidence.  

14. Clubs like the Club of Rome, Club of Madrid and other clubs, associations, etc., whose 
Netherlands is a Member State cannot continue in the current structure, due to the fact that 
Netherlands (from May 5 1945) does not exist and therefore cannot be a member of these clubs, 
associations etc. We will inform the Presidents of those clubs, associations, etc. and make therefore 
requests with this (in English translated) letter to H.R.H. Princess Máxima.  

In order to find a solution for the citizens of the world, where our children and grandchildren can live, 
we need to get justice for everyone who has been involved in (knowingly or unknowingly) poisoning of 
our earth and its habitants. Also we need forgiveness. That is precisely why it is very important that 
someone from the Dutch Royalty will be involved. We see a role for this is the most suitable candidate 
in H.R.H. Princess Máxima. This devastating problem, in which the world is now, because they Dutch 
Royal House has contributed and is held hostage, as she is the only from this Royal House who has 
brought this into the open and she never personally attended a Bilderberg Conference and is thus 
independent.  

No Cancer Foundation has issued to H.R.H. Princess Maxima the following request:  

Given the above facts we ask the Dutch Royal Princess Máxima to acknowledge this mass poisoning 
of the Earth, and how and when it has started, and start to make it known to its inhabitants and offer 

help to let it come to an end. For the sake of all people, and animals on this planet.  

To end this unnecessary mass poisoning we humbly ask whether she - H.R.H. Princess Máxima -
wants to become the President of the above suggested consultative body in which No Cancer 
Foundation is also represented. We will work with many respectable scientists from around the world 
to clean up the environment, and prevent further damage to the environment and all living entities.  

The No Cancer Foundation made the following request to King Albert II of Belgium made the 
following request:  

We have the honor to ask you to take notice of the contents of our letter dated 27 May 2012 below 
attached to H.R.H. Princess Máxima of Netherlands.  

On the basis of the contents of that letter, the Benelux Treaty with to be cancelled immediately 
because of the fact that The Netherlands “Netherland” from May 5 1945 does not exist and Belgium 
does not wish to be associated with former occupied Dutch territory continued Hitler Cabinet.  

To you as Belgian head of State we want to ask you to propose to H.K.H. Princess Máxima to become 
the President of the undersigned proposed consultation body, containing King Albert of Belgium, 
current president Herman Van Rompuy of the European Union, other persons you want and the 
undersigned on behalf of No Cancer Foundation as representatives for the benefit of a healthy Earth 
and to guarantee a safe and healthy life for its inhabitants.  

In that consultation can also be raised the question how to proceed with the Benelux Treaty (and the 
situation of the Netherlands).  

To Herman Van Rompuy, President European Union, the No Cancer Foundation has made the 
following request:  

We have the honor to ask you to take note of the contents of our letter dated 27 May 2012 below 
attached to H.R.H. Princess Máxima of Netherlands.  
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On the basis of that content it is very clear that the proposed European stability mechanism (ESM) on 
1 July 2012 cannot continue to be installed. We request that you notify the European Council and 
ensure that this will be brought into the open, as soon as possible via the press officers of the 
European Union. 

On the basis of that content also all European treaties, including in particular the Maastricht Treaty and 
the Amsterdam Treaty, are not valid. This is because these treaties are signed on former Dutch 
territory from which from 18 May 1945 the Hitler Cabinet has continued and signed by Member State 
that Constitutional Netherlands does not exist. This means that the European Community will have to 
be reduced to the time before the Treaty of Maastricht in the Netherlands that first entry with that 
former Dutch or German Nationality residing inhabitants should have a will. In concrete terms this 
means that only the countries Belgium, Denmark, in Germany, Greece, Spain, France, Ireland, 
Luxembourg, Portugal and the United Kingdom will belong to the new European Community, that the 
own coins (except the guilder) will have to come back again, and that the borders will have to be 
closed. From this new situation with a new politics, new economic rules and a new social structure for 
life can be built in which our children and grandchildren can live well.  

We ask you to make arrangements with the undersigned on behalf of No Cancer Foundation and 
consult together with H.R.H. Princess Máxima, King Albert II of Belgium and other persons presented 
by you.  

To Etienne Davignon, President secret Bilderberg conferences - No Cancer Foundation has 
done the following request:  

We have the honor to ask you to take note of the contents of our letter dated 27 May 2012 below 
attached to H.R.H. Princess Máxima of the Netherlands.  

With that content is factually proven that all politicians, political parties, individuals, banks, institutions, 
businesses, churches, etc. that from 1954 until today the secret Bilderberg conferences are 
responsible and liable for having attended poisoning-genocide of billions of residents there that have 
occurred from the world on former Dutch territory continued Hitler Cabinet.  

We emphatically request you to cancel the secret Bilderberg Conference as is planned to take place 
from 31 May to 3 June 2012 in Westfield’s Marriot Hotel, Virginia, until it has been decided that no 
more secret Bilderberg Conferences will take place in the future.  

We will wait patiently for your answer, and we will keep you informed by our website 
www.nocancerfoundation.org 

 
No Cancer Foundation vzw 
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